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FOREWORD

How investigators collect their data has an important effect

upon the results they obtain. When the president of the Society

of Engineering Psychologists, a division of the American Psycho-

logical Association, states that research efforts in this field

"have been and are insufficient," then it is time to look at what

has been done. The data in this report is believed to be the

only systematic effort to examine characteristics of a represent-

ative group of experiments in human factors engineering, to

measure how much information they provided, and to query whether

or not the results have ever been used. This information provides

a base from which improved experimental methods can be developed.

Some of the material presented here has been used in other docu-

ments of the advanced methodologies program, particularly in the

report entitled: "Economical Multifactor Designs for Human

Factors Engineering Experiments."

No effort was made to apply sophisticated statistics to the

analyses. In many cases it would not have been warranted and

interesting data that did not lend itself to a more elegant

treatment might have been discarded. Without considerably more

data than was available from the published reports, attempts to

examine more complex relationships would have been an unjusti-

fied over-analysis of the data. The descriptive data provided in

most cases enables some fairly clear-cut conclusions to be drawn.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human factors engineering as a distinct discipline was born

during the Second World War. A "human factors specialist," as

defined in a System Development Corporation national salary survey,

is one who:

"...establishes, conducts, coordinates and applies
major research studies in the social, behavioral or
physiological sciences; contributes to design, do-
velopment and operation of man-machine, weapons or
other complex systems concepts; utilizes psychological
principles of human behavior, knowledge of human
physical and mental characteristics, abilities and
limitations, and principles of human engineering."

(Kraft, 1961)

Despite a prolific output during the past 30 years, experi-

ments relating human performance to equipment parameters have

shown a relatively low information-to-cost ratio. While human

factors practitioners have made significant contributions toward

easing the job of the human operator and making system performance

more effective, the contributions of the human factors scientists --

the experimenter -- have been modest. Today, one has to search

diligently among piles of published papers to find among the trivia

and the isolated facts, data that is sufficiently generalizable

to answer questions concerning the design of future systems and to

do so quantitatively. Jack Adams (1972), in his presidential

address to the Society of Engineering Psychologists, American

Psychological Association, summarized this condition quite suc-

sinctly: "Our research efforts have been and are insufficient.

The future of engineering psychology is in jeopardy unless we

examine realistically the state of our knowledge and as: what we

must do to strengthen it."

Surprisingly, in spite of criticisms leveled against human

factors :nqineelinq experiments, there has been little serious

effort. to examine the methodologies used in these experiments to

1I



detect the sources of their weaknesses. On the contrary, even when

discontent has been expressed with the useful.ness of experimental

results, the reaction has been to collect more data in the same way.

TIE PURPOSE AND EXTENT OF THE PRESENT REPORT

In this report, the methods, results, and applications of a

large body of human factors experiments are examined. The inforr1a-

tion obtained not only provides the first known quantitative eval-

uation of past human factors research hut also provides a basis

for establishing the methodological requirements for future research.

This report is divided into five sections:

I. Introduction - describes the sample from which the data

was drawn and the data structure, plus a classification scheme

that enables data from diversified experiments to be normalized.

II. Characteristics of the Experimental Plans - describes

characteristics of the experimental data-collection efforts, such

as: types of experimental designs used; numbers of factors;

levels per factor; allocations of subjects and trials; handling of

sequence effects; and estimation of error variance.

III. Experimental Results - analyzes results .to determine:

how effective the experiments vere in accounting for observed

variations in performance; and how well empirical evidence supports

certain principles of advanced experimental methods.

IV. Research Application Survey - summarizes the results of

a survey of the experimenters to determine to what extent the

experimental data was ever applied to real sys-tems.

V. Summary and Discussion - reviews the primary results from

precedirq sectionl; and intei:iets thc.ir significance in terms of

an improved] experimcntal mel:hodolegy.

.1.



THE SAMPLE

The sample of experiments in this report was taken from the

journal, Human Factors. This journal informs its readers that

it "...publishes oricjinail articles which increase and diffuse the

knowledge of man in relation to machine and environmental factors

in all their ramifications, pure and applied." An analysis was

made of 141 papers published in this journal from Volume 1, No. 1,

September ]958 through Volume 14, No. 3, June 1972 in which formal

experiments were described and the result-; presented in some

summary inferential statistical tables. In 23 of these papers,

34 analyses of variance (ANOVA) were not included here because the

analyses fell into one of the following categories:

* A partial analysis of a more complete analysis. (8)

* A reprint of an analysis from a study not described
in the article. (3)

- A study of a single factor at two levels. (4)

* No data (7), incomplete data (9), or incorrect
data. (2)

* Chi square analysis. (1)

As a result of these exclusions, the data in this report is based

on the text of the 118 papers and the 239 analyses of variance

tables* in these papers. Although the data for several analysis

of variance tables may have bcen collected at the same time,

either the independent variables or the performance measure

changed. Therefore, each analysis of variance is treated and

referred to here as if it represents the results of a different

experiment.

*Jnutne referen'es for the 239 analyses of variance included
~n the study are' listed in Appendix A.
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Is this sample representative?

There are a great many human factors experiments produced

yearly in industry and government laboratories that are never

published in the journal. Many of these are given national

security classifications which limit their accessibility. How

representative, therefore, is the group of experiments covered in

this report? While there is no way to accurately answer this

question, the fact that many of the same people are involved in

both suggests that those papers published in Human Factors and

those published as company reports and government documents do

not differ materially insofar as their experimental methodologies

are concerned. The human factors community is relatively small,

probably fewer than 2,000 people. Members of the Human Factors

Society who publish in the journal, as well as those on its

editorial staff, are among those doing research in industrial

and government laboratories. Although human factors personnel

now span two generations, the nature of their formal research

training remains essentially unchanged aind in many cases, research

is still dominated by the first generation. If there is a dif-

ference in quality, it would seem that published research might

be expected t:o be better than the unpublished efforts.

Which organizations conducted and funded the research?

Eight types of organizations are identified. These are:

. Army (A)

• Consulting (C) / 4

• Air Force (F) -

• Government (non-military) (G)

* Industry (I) 

• Navy (N)

* University (U)
- other (e.g. , private research organizations)(X

i- 4



The matrix in Table 1 shows how the 239 experiments are

distributed among these organizations. The organization to which

the principal investigator belonged when he conducted the experi-

ment determines the "organization doing the research." The type

of organization which funded the project was taken from published

acknowledgments or, when no other source was given, was considered

to be the same as the organization where the study was done.

Approximately one-third of the experiments were performed in

industry, one-fourth in universities, and one-fifth by consulting

companies. Less than ten percent of the studies were performed

by the three military agencies, and approximately seven percent by

non-mi.itary government-related agencies. Industry supported

approximately two-thirds of its own research, while universities

and consulting companies supported approximately one-third of

theirs. The remaining research was supported by governmental

agencies with the military supporting approximately twice as much
as non-military agencies.

How were the 239 experiments distributed in the journals?

In the time-period covered by this analysis, the editor-in-

chief of the journal was changed three times. Qf the 239 experi-

ments, 16 percent were published between 1958 and 1963, 64 percent

between 1964 and 1968, and 20 percent between 1969 and 1972, each

period representing a different editorship.

As shown in Table 2, the 239 analyses of variance were not

distributed evenly among the 118 papers. Over half of the

papers reported only one ANOVA table and 94 percent of the papers

contained four or fewer tables. It is recognized that character-

istics of experiments designed by the same experimenter in the same

" study arc! likely to be correlated. This in turn could distort the

results of an analysis of these characteristics. h1owever, since
all of this data is used to analyze the experimental results

5
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(Section II of this report), all 239 ANOVAs were analyzed in this

first part. A cursory examination of the parameters in the

studies with multiple ANOVAs reveals that collectively they dis-

tribute them-selves on either side of the median values found in

the analysis. When the data in this report was analyzed after

removing multiple ontries of the four studies containing from 8

to 10 ANOVAs, leaving only a single entry for each one, no

critical shift in the results was observed.

Considerations and qualifications in the analyses

The reader should be aware of some of the decisions that were

made in examining the analyses of the experiments. The purpose

here is not to confuse or to destroy confidence in the data, but

to be candid about the arbitrariness that sometimes existed. At

no time did it appear that the major conclusions that could be

reasonably drawn from the data would be affected, no matter which

choices were made.

Experiment-content data. This report is concerned with

methods and the scientific and pragmatic effectiveness of the

methods. The factual contents of the experiments were never

considered.

Lack of sophisticated and inferential analyses. Only simple,

descriptive analyses were performed. Several efforts to make

more complex analyses, such as relating results to design charac-

teristics with a regression equation, were aborted. The data was

4V too irregular and imbalanced for such an effort. This does not

negate the value of drawing conclusions from the patterns in the

data. The danger was in over-analyzing, and this was avoided.

* 8



Reliability. Some categories in the tables involve an ex-

tremely small number of cases. These are often included for

completeness and interpreted with caution. The n is noted.

Working with percentages. In more sophisticated analyses

there may be reasons to transform percentage data using arcsine

transformations to produce a more normalized distribution. This

was considered totally unnecessary for the descriptive data here

since most of the information could have been extracted if only

an ordered scale had been used.

THE DATA STRUCTURE

The contents of experiments relate to such a wide variety of

topics that before a common analysis could be performed it was

necessary to standardize the sources of variance. This standard-

ization is possible since the sources of variance in all human

factors engineering experiments can be assigned to one of four

general categories (or their interactions), i.e., variances

attributable to: 1) equipment, system processes, and environment;

2) the people involved; 3) certain temporal effects; and 4) meth-

odology introduced into the experiment by the investigator

(Figure 1). Thus the classification scheme of sources of perform-

ance variance include:

Equipment factors (E)

These are the variables associated with the physical equip-

ment, system, environment, and processes, i.e., the ones that

generally make up the bulk of the "independent variables" in a

human factors engineering experiment. For convenience, these are

all referred to in this report as "equipment" factors.

9
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Subject sources

These are sources of performance variations stemming from the

observers used in the experiment. Subject-related variances are

divided into two types:

Subject factors (S). When specific subject characteristics
are designated and included as independent variables in the ex-

perimental design, these are treated as "subject" factors. For

example, the experiment may be designed to answer such questions

as: Do pilots perform differently with a new display or control

than non-pilots? The pilot/non-pilot conditions are levels of a

subject factor. Should equipment be designed differently to

compensate for age or sex differences among operators? When age

or sex differences are systematically varied, they are subject

factors. How much difference is there in operator performance on

different devices as a function of prior training? The differences

in training -- if it is isolated -- is a subject factor.

Subjects as a form of replication (S'). When no specific

subject characteristics are included as an experimental variable,

however, the assumption is made here that the effect of subjects

is considered by the experimenter to be of secondary importance,

their presence in the experiment being a form of design replica-

tion to Jmprove the reliability of the data.

In most experiments, if subject variability is estimated, the

results are usually presented in the ANOVA table and discussed no

further. Under these circumstances, subjects are not considered

to be a factor, an intended source of variance. Instead, theoret-

ically they are expected to be a homogeneous sample from some

population varying only incidentally in performance.

It is sometimes argued, however, that knowledge of subject

variance is a measure of individual differences and will be

*ii
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important when the results of the experiment are applied to the

real-world. In practice, unfortunately, this is seldom the case;

the variance attributable to subjects is seldom a useful piece

of information. To be useful:

• The subjects in the experiment must be
truly representative of the population to
which the data is to be extrapolated.

Representativeness must be based on multiple
characteristics.

The values of the characteristics for the

sample and population must be known.

These conditions seldom exist for the typical human factors
experiment. When multiple subjects are run as replications, the
chances that they are representative of the population are slight

for the following reasons:

The average number of subjects in these human
factors experiments run. around nine, although
the population may be made up of thousands.

In many cases, no systematic sampling of sub-
jects is, or can be made. Those that are
available are used.

When subjects have been selected, it is often
on the basis of a single label (for example,
Air Force pilot). Seldom are additional con-
siderations (such as amount of flying time,

1 0types of aircraft flown, etc., that can cause
wide variations in performance) taken into
account.

.Quantitative descriptions of population and
samples are seldom available making it impos-
sible to adequately identify to what subportion
of the population experimental results refer.

In addition, the artificiality of the experimental situation

also influences the performance of individual subjects. Part of

the variability between subjects' performance reflects the basic

12



instability of a mean score for subjects who are often still

learning how to handle the experimental situation as the study

progresses and do so at different rates. It is highly presumptive

to believe that the variance associated with the performance of a

small group of subjects used to replicate an experimental design

has much permanency or practical validity insofar as the experi-

mental results may be applied to the real world. Thus, when

subject variability is in an experiment undimensionalized, it is

considered to be an identifiable but relatively uninformative

source of variance.

Temporal sources

These are sources of variations associated with changes

occurring from trial to trial when a subject is tested on the

same experimental condition. Temporal variances are divided into

two types:

Temporal factors (T). When the investigator is specifically

interested in the effects of repeated trials on performance, the

variance associated with trials is considered to be an independent

variable, a factor. For example, if the intent of the experiment

is to find out operator learning functions while using alternative

devices, trial variances would be considered to be. a "temporal"

factor. In vigilance studies, the detrimental effect of perform-

ing over many trials on the same condition would cause the var-

iability associated with trials to be treated as a temporal factor.

Trials as a form of replication (T'). In certain circum-

stances, an investigator will test the same subject on an experi-

mental condition for several trials primarily to ensure a reliable

measure. There is no serious interest in the change in performance

from trial to trial, except for the hope that it won't be too great.

13



At times, under these circumstances, an average performance

value over trials per condition is obtained and used in subsequent

data analyses to give the outward illusion of stability; at other

times, the values for multiple trials are used in the analysis to

increase the degrees of freedom and to provide an error estimate

for tests of statistical significance. In these cases, trials are

not considered to be a factor.

Experiment-related sources

Some investigators introduce systematic variations into an

experiment, not to study their effects, but to control unwanted

effects and be able to eventually isolate them from the effects of

primary interest. Those most commonly found are:

Order-of-presentation effects (0). When human subjects are

tested sequentially on a number of experimental conditions,

residual effects from a preceding condition may combine with the

effects of the condition that follows, distorting performance. To

be able to compensate for these condition-to-condition transfer

effects, which may be either positive or negative, an investigator

may systematically change the order in which the conditions are

presented to the subject. If order is varied essentially orthog-

onal to the experimental factors, its effect can be removed in the

data analysis. In experiments not concerned with transfer (or in

training research), the hope is that order of presentation has no

effect.

Position effects (Q). When the order of presentation of

conditions to different subjects is systematically varied using

a Latin square arrangement, three sources of variance can be

removed from the two-dimensional. matri.x of performance values:

experimental conditions, order (and/or subjects) , and the effect

of the position in a series of trials. Experimenters often refer

to position effects as "trial." effects. This diffcrs from the

14
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trials (T) factors described above in that position (Q) is a measure

of the variability.ii mean prerformance from trial to trial averaged

across different combinations of subjects and experimental con-

ditions. The position effect might be thought of as a measure of

"learning-to-learn," or a generalized change in the adaptation to

the experimental situation independent of particular experimental

conditions or individuals.

Blocking effects (B). The experimental conditions are divided

into groups or blocks in such a way that conditions within blocks

are more homogenous than between blocks due to the presence of

unwanted and irrelevant sources of variance (Simon, 1970).

Interaction effects

With the exception of position (Q) and, sometimes, order (0)

effects, the above sources of variances may interact with one

another. Simple and higher order interace'ion effects can be

isolated as independent sources of performance variance.

The following types of interactions were actually isolated
during the analysis whenever the experimenter's original data was

sufficient for this purpose:

Equipment variable interactions: EE, EEE, EEEE, etc

Equipment by subject-factor interactions: ES, EES, etc

Equipment by subject-replication interaction: ES', EES', etc

Equipment by temporal factor interaction: ET, EET, etc

Equipment by trial-replication interaction: ET', EET', etc

Subject-replication by trial-replication interaction: S'T'

Equipment by subject-replication by trial-replication
int (raction: ]-:S'T', EES 'T', etc

1.5



In general, the notations in this report exclude the repeated

letters, e.g., EES' would be written ES'.

Pooled effects (P)

In some analyses when certain effects can be isolated, but are

not, the investigator will combine, or pool, them into a single

variance. rfhis is most commonly done with interaction effects,

but may include trials and subject effects when these sources are

considered to be replications. To complete the classification

s(,'eme of sources of variance, this pooled category must be

included.
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11. CI1IAR AC .'.R T,, T J,, OF1 TIHE LXPERTMENTAL PLANS

The information in this section simmar izes characteristics

of the 239 experiments published in the journal, Human Prnctor!.

The information answers the following questions:

How large is the experimental space
(normalized in terms of the number
of facLors and levels per factor)?

How large is the clata collec-ion effort
(based on the total number of obsetva-
tions that were made in each experiment)?

What types of experimental designs are used
(including considerations of the methods
for handling order of presentation and the
sources used in the denominator of tests
of statistical significance)?

THE SIZE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SPACE

There is always the question of how much of the real world

must be simulated in an experiment in orde.r to explain most of

the performance variability present in the task being studied.

It seems reasonable to assume that the more characteristics of

the real world critical to the particular task being investigated

that are included in an experiment, the more generalizable the

results are likely to be. However, in the past, both real and

fantasized difficulties in collecting the large quantities of

data required for truly multifactor experiments have kept the

extent of the experimental space relatively small proportionate

to the real world space that is being simulated.

Two analyses were made to determine how large an experi-

mental space was covered in the 239 experiments included in this

analysis. Data was obtained on:

• The number of factors in the experiments.

The number of lwuve ,s per factor in the experi mrnt.



How many factors are studied in each experimcnt?

The independ.nt experimental factors fall into three

categories: equipment (E), temporal (T), and subject (S).

These are the ones the experimenter systematically varies to

measure their effects on pe-formance. In Table 3, the number

(and proportion) of experiv2'nts containing ea:ch of these types

is shown. Eighty percent of the experiments in this study

containe-d only eouipment factors. Fifteen percent of the experi-

ments also included a temporal factor and four percent included a

subject factor. In only two cases were both a subject and a

temporal factor included in experiments with equipment factors.

In two other cases, only temporal factors and no equipment

factors were studied. That relativell' few non-equipment factors

have been included in human factors engineering experiments is

probably a residue of the fact that historically these experi-

ments have been conducted primarily to find ways of optimizing

performance by improving the equipment rather than by selecting

or training the operator.

In Figure 2, the number (and percuntage) of experiments

containing from one to seven factors is shown. This information

is analyzed in two ways: P1) the number of eauipment factors only

in the experimen @, and 2) the rumbcr of equipmte- . nt, subject, and

temporal factors combined in the e>perim.nts. By either break-

down shown, more than 60 percent of the eXPriT.ents investigated

the effects of only one or two factors. Les- than three percent

of the experiments investigated the effects of five or more

factors.

* Groupinq experiments by the nimib, r of c.uipment factors only.

In subsequent analyses, thu experim-nts are i,.-.ually divided into

sub-groups based on the number of factors in the. experiment.

There is a choice of dividing them in terms of only the number of

S18
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equipment factors in the experiment or in terms of the number of

factors from all sources (E, S, and T) in the experiment. Most of

the tables in this report use only the first classification

scheme. Tabular numbers would be different, of course, when

the second classification scheme is used (primarily shifting

values from the "one-factor" category to the "two-factor" cate-

gory, depending, for example, on whether a temporal factor in an

experiment was not or was considered as part of the "number of

factors" in the experiment). For most analyses, the data was

examined both ways even though only the reuults of the "equipment

factors only" scheme were supplied here. Inspection of the two

sets of data provided no reasons to believe that the shift in

numerical values would change the major conclusions that were

drawn from the data.

How many levels of each factor were measured?

The term,"levels", is used to refer to the different condi-

tions per factor on which performance is to be measured. Levels

may refer to conditions that are quantitati:vely or qualitatively

different. When the experimental conditions of a single factor

can be ordered, they represent the levels of a quantitative factor,

and if any of a range of values can be used, they represent a

continuous quantitative factor. If only certain values can be

used, possibly because only certain values are manufactured,

these would be levels of a quantitative, discrete factor. When

the experimental conditions cannot be ordered and represent

different categories of some factor, they are considered "levels"

of a qualitative factor. Ten', twenty', and thir:ty-foot resolution

of a display would represent levels of a quantitative factor;

different kinds of military targets (e.g., personnel, tanks,

missile sites) would represent levels of a qualitative factor.

9With qualitiative factors, the numuber of levels depends on
the number of catcgoriecr, conditions, 'or types of situations that
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the experimenter wishes to investigate. With quantitative

factors, theoretically, any reasonable number of levels can be

selected and the numbe'rs chosen determine how complex a relation-

ship can be fit between the independent and dependent variables.

No careful analysis was made to determine whether the levels

considered here were qualitative or quantitative; however, a

casual examination suggested that equipment fact:ors with more than

five levels were qualitative.

In this sample, in a total of twelve experiments, all but one

subject factor had two levels. The one exception had three levels.

Temporal factors had the greatest number of levels. This is

not surprising since many of these experiments were interested in

the effects of extended work periods on performance. Work periods

measured in trials which represent the levels as units of time.

The median number of trials for the 37 examples in which the

number of temporal factors considered was five while the maximum

was 120.

The number of levels per equipment factor was determined for

the 501 factors in all experiments, grouped according to the

number of E factors per experiment. The frequencies with which

from two to ten or more levels pcr factor were used are shown in

Table 4. From this table it can be seen that:

The median number of levels per factors decreased
from four tO two as the number of factors in an
experiment increased from one to seven.

*"Slightly more than two-thirds of the total number
of factors occurred at two or three levels.

Across all factors, the median number of levels
studied was three.

2
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Although the median value would not change, had four experiments

studying four one-factor at two-levels (which had been excluded

from the analysis) been included, the proportion of one-factor

studies at one and two levels would have risen to 48 percent.

What was the total number of measurements made in these
exper imen ts?

Practical as well as scientific considorations affect the

number of factors, levels per factor, and replications an ex-

perimenter uses in his experimental design. The availability of

both time and money will generally place a limit on the total

number of measurements that can be made. The experimenter is,

therefore, faced with the problemi of balancing and fitting the

three design components that affect the number of total observa-

tions as best he can to optimize the information he will obtain

from the study.

The expression "total number of measurements" as used here

refers to the total number of degrees of freedom (plus one)

supplied in the published ANOVA tables. This operational defi-

nition, therefore, will not take into consideration the measure-

ments that were made and then averaged together to create the

values used in the ANOVA tables. Some of the experiments in

which the total degrees of freedom are few, are of this type. Nor

does this definition of total number of measurements fully encompass

situations in which a "single", smunary measorement is obtained

over a period of time. Some examples of this type of measurement

are the number of words that are misunderstood while listening to

a 15-minute taped conversation under conditions of background

noise, or the errors made while driving an automobile over a fiv,-

mile course, or in the integrated mean square error during a two-

minute tracking task.

2
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The total number of measurements made in the experiments are

shown in Table 5 as a function of the number of equipment factors

studied. In general, these numbers represent ininimum values for

the reasons cited above.

That the median number of observations increases as the number

of factors being investigated increases is not surprising. What

is most striking, however, are the considerable differences in

the sizes of experiments investigating the same number of factors

and the very large number used in some cases to study a very small

number of factors.

A rough indication of the efficiency of an experiment is

given by finding the ratio of the number of observations that were

made to the minimum number required to approximate a second degree

space with a polynomial, Taylor series expansion. This polynomial

would contain only the mean plus all terms for the linear, quad-

ratic, and linear-by-linear interaction effects of a 3n experi-

ment. The following ratios were obtained:

Number of Factors Median Total Minimum

in Experiment Observations Required Ratio

1 72 3 24

2 180 6 30

3 192 10 19

4 768 21 37

The weighted mean of the ratios for these experiments yielded a

ratio of 26. While there are no absolute standards for evaluating

this number, it. does show that a tremendous amount of data was

collcoted relative to that which would have been necded to extract

the greatest portion of information content in the experiments..

25.
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How often is the baf.sic experimcntal design repeated hy measuring
different subjects?

The number of replications based on subjects refers to the

number of times performance measurements are made on the same

experimental condition using a different subject. Since the same

or different subjects may be tested on all of the conditions of

an experimental design, the number of subject replications is not

necessarily related to the number of subjects used in the experi-

ment. For examplc, in a 3 x 3 factorial design that has been

replicated three times, i.e., 26 degrees of freedom in the total

design, 3, 9, or 27 subjects might have been used depending on

whether the same three subjects were tested on all of the nine

conditions; or three groups of three subjects were each tested

separately on a different set of three conditions of one factor

but all of the conditions of the second factor; or 27 different

subjects were tested in sets of three, a different set being

assigned to each of the experimental conditions.

In half of the 239 experiments, the basic experimental

design was replicated nine or more times using different subjects.

In 25 percent of the experiments, the basic design was replicated

32 or more times using different subjects per condition. The

maximum number of subject replications was 64; that is to say, 64

different subjects were tested on each condition in the experiment.

How often is the basic experimental dcsign repeated by testin
each subject with extra trial,s on each condition?

'trial replications" refer to the number of times the same

subject made repeated measurements on the same experimental con-

dition. It does not refer to multiple trials employed to study

a temporal factor. In over ht].f of the 239 experiments, each

subject wa. tested only once. In 25 peicent of the experiments,

£ 27



each subject was tested two or more times on each experimnental

condition. The maximum number of trial replications was; 70.

The trial* repl ications reported here are those reported in

I the publi shod ANOVA tables. As such they probabl.y represent. a

ConservaLive estimnate since, in some cases, multiple trials were

averaged to arrive at a single v7alue for the conditions used in

the analysis of variance.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS

Practically all human factors engineering experiments in

this survey used sonic form of a factorial design and an analysis

of variance mnodel.* The variations among those designs can be

conv -niontly classified -- in addition to the characteristics

already discussed -- by the way in which subjects, trials, and

experimental conditions were interrelated. In addition, special

arrangemcnts of the experimental conditions are used to offset the

effects of the order when they are presented serially to the

subjects.

Edgington (1974) found a similaor epipharis in seven journals
of the AmierJ can )1sycholocjica 1 Associr i ion mpixr yconcer-ned

* -,with original eripiricai] research." From 1948 to 1972 inc~usively,
he foun3 L-hat 91", of the articles involved statistical. inference,

*arid b~y 1972, 71' of thos e ai. Licles u.2-,- analys is of variance.
S impl e one-way ic '1)l osi fvince odihn iq~ue' w~ere used frequent l/
but 88'. of the nlyi of vairiazice ort i-i-c'ls emp11loyed 'repeatcd-
measures desigIn (vlhc re a sulhicect *wii! te! Led on wiore than a single

CXp)E~riI1( I) t-al con.1i Lion) or factorial s~~i

* r
iL 
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The analyses that follow provide:

* The frequency with which different types of
experimental designs were used.

* A list of the different methods of handling
order-of-presentation effects.

A list of the different "error" terms used
in the tests of statistical significance.

How frequently were diffc rent types of experimental designs used?

Experimental designs can be conveniently classified by the

way subjects and trials are introduced into the design relative

to the experimental conditions. Although each mei:hod used can

affect the experimental results and the interpretation of those

results, no explanations for the choice nor a discussion of

possible implications of the choice were given in any of the

experiments.

Classifyinj techniques of subject deployment. Subjects can

be introduced into a design in four ways:

Each of a group of subjects is used as his own
control and is tested on every experimental
condition. The effect due to subjects can be
removed along with the interaction among subjects
and other experimental factors. This is the
classical factorial design. (49% of the experi-
ments were of this type).

Each of a group of subjects is tested across all
conditions of some experinilfrial factors but not
all of them. Variability among rubjects is the

V averaqe var.iability among subjects within the
same conditions. Conversely, the reliJ,ility of
differences among conditions varied between
subjects must be tested .indoependcntly of thos'e
varied within subjects, This is the nested or
split-plot design. (28%)

* ,*2
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*Different groups of' subjects are teO;t(d on each

cxper~ntei)Lzil cond ition. Noi thlir subject vari-
abili ty nior the inlteractj ons betwee-n ;ubjects
anid exper~ime,,ntal coitions can be 5 sol ated in
these des~igis I est cad, the averaqe, variance
within gjroups is obtained. (I7%)

*A single subject -- either the same or, a diffecrent
indivinuil -- is; tested on each experimental con-
di tilorl . In several experiroierts whj1-re this,
occu.rreri, the sing le raeasurrnnt for each cOii. 4-iol

was actually thc, performanice of a c-ere, of men
acting as a unit. All effects of subjects are
totally confoundeod with experimcrntal effects. (6)

Cla.,ssifying multiple-trial des' InF. Fifty-scven percent of

the experiments tested.each sub:ject only once on an experiment : 1

condition. The remai.ning 43 percent of experircents using multiple-

trials could be subdivided as follows:

*In slightly more tha- one-third of these experi-
ments, multiple trialis wvere introdluced for the
purpose of studyinc, temporal factors;. (15% of the--
239 experimients were of this type).

*Of the remaining 28%0- of the mult iple- trial
designs, in which m-Lultiple trials were merely a
form of rc-pli-cation, over tw-,o-thirds were int--o-
duced sequentially. This means that when a
subject pe.rformed on an experime--ntal condition
once, he w-,ould perform on the same condition on
the very njext trial or sequence of trials. (19%)

*In the rcimazining giroup of rmultiple-trial desagns,
repeated measures by the same sub-I:jct on the samecc

expriicnt~lConditions we-re, made pa riodical ly,

only af Ler other experimen ital conidi tions had bee-O-n
tested bet,,weecn rcplicat-Jons of: the same condi-
tion. (9%)1

T1able 6 shows how, the dlesigns of the 239 experiments are propor-

t~~~ io dam he' four subject a-nd two trial rpiainpas
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TABLE 6. F;,,EQIU'NCY AND I) 'E:RCEIN]ACE- OF TIE D)1FFLIRENT
YXPERIMIN'Ai, ]ES I 2NS ERLUSED

NIUMBER AND Nuri,, ,-r of times subject was tesited
P E RC; NTA GE on cc experimntal. condition
IN E.ACH
CAITCU'01fl' nmOR iu&N ONCE ONCL TOTAL SUI.JECTS

Every subject tested

Some subjects tested
on soil.-, conditions
and other subjects 27 (21/-) 40 (1.7Z) 67 (23%)

$4tested on other
Cconditio,is

SDifferent groups of

UAsubjects tested on 16 (77%) 25 (10%) 41 (17%)
o each condition

0

-4 Single subject (or
4J group trented as 13 C5%) 3 IZ1) It 16 (6%)
r4 indi vidual) tested

on each condition

TOTAL TRI ALS 103 (l1/) .1.36 (57%) 239 (100/)



HOW was order of presentation handled in thef'e exper!iiments?

In sombe experiments, provisions were made for systematically

controlling the order in which experimcntal conditions were pre-

sented to the same subjects. When the same subject is tested

sequentially on a nuiiber of experimental conditions, it is

* necessary to do something to minimize carry-over effects from

one condition to the other. In behavioral studies, this carry-

over effect may be a gencral learning-to-learn phenomenon or a

general fatigue or boredom effect that develops as the study
progresses,* or it may be a specific transfer effect in which

perfoiip:ance on one experimental condition is influenced by the

characteristics of experimental conditions preceding it. If these

sequence effects are not controlled, they become confounded with

and thereby distort the effects of interest. Three techniques

have conmuonly been used by behavioral scientists to reduce

order-of-presentation effects: randomization, counterbalancing,

and procedural controls between runs. The many variations on

these basic techniques used in the experiments under review are

listed in Table 7.

In describing their experimental designs in Human Factors,

the investigators gave little justification for the particular

method selected for handlin6 order--of-presentation effects. None

of the investigators used a class of experimental designs that

would enable first-order transfer effects to be isolated from

main effects (Simon, 1974). Among the experimenters who were

concerned enough to do something about the order-of-presentation

effect (as shown by the way they planned their experiments) , only

a few actually analyzed their data to remove these or related

effects statistically.

There are other causes that are not subject-related, such
as drift in electronic equipment oi: slow changes in the environ-
ment or other factors that can affect performance.
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Clwssify~nq designs that systematize presentation orders.

in some experim..)ts, the designs included provisions for syse-m-

atically controlling the order in which a sequence of experimr(ntal

conditons were presented to the same subjects. Subsequently, in

the analysis, this and related effects were isolated. The desiqns

of these experim:nts could be classified into two types in which:

Order of presentation was varied systematical]y
and the o. der effect was isolated from the
effects of the experimental conditions. (1.7%

1of the 239 experiments had th-s feature.)

Order of presentation was varied systematically
using a Latin-square design in such a way that
order, experimental conditions, and position
effects could be isolated (but not their inter-
actions). Of these designs, there were some
that: a) isolated both the order effects and

the sequential position effects. (3.3")
b) Isolated only the position effects. (1.3%)

In the above situations, when only one subject was tested on

each order of presentation, the effects of subjects and order

were confounded. When several subjects were tested on each order

of presentation, the effect of order could be isolated from the

effect of subjects within orders.

When an order-of-presentation factor was included in the

experimental design but the experimenter did not isolate it

during analysis, the following types of analyses were made

instead:

The effect of positions was removed but the
effect of presentation order was left confounded
with other effects.

*,The effects of presentation order were left
7 confounded with the effects of subjects.

* The. effects of presentation order were confounded
wiLh interaction effec.uts; between equipment fac-
tors and I rials, equip;ment factors and subjects,
and equipi.Lnt factor':, trials, and subjects -

,.which wore i;olated.
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In very few studies wdre the results of the cffects of

presentation order discussed.

What sources of variance were used in the denominator of the
tests of siqnificarice?

Tests of statistical significance are made by dividing the

variance associated with the factor of interest by a variance

which the experimenter attributes to chance. One speaks of this

chance variance as the "error term." However, the selection of

an error term is not always a straightforward procedure in multi-

factor designs and in psychological research, seldom a chance

effect. Binder (1955) wrote: "Among the various treatments of

psychological statistics one finds a good deal of confusion and

discrepancy in the recorunended procedures for selecting an error

term in the analysis of variance. In all too many cases the

obtained significance or insignificance of the experimental

results depends as much upon the particular test used as upon the

sampling data."

In Table 8 are listed the actual sources of variance that

were used as an "error" term in tests of significance of the

experiients analyzed in this report. No judgment is made here as

to their correctness. By making the particular selection, how-

ever, eauh eXper)-imenter markedly affected both the results and

the interpretation of his data. This was never taken into con-

sideration in any discussion of results.

4 3
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TABLE 8. SOURCES OF VARIANCE USED IN HUMAN FACTORS
EXPERiMENTS AS AN ESTIMATE OF ERROR VARIANCE

* The next higher significant E. x E was used to test E..

* The next higher significant E. x E. x Ek was used to

test E. x E.
1 J*

The higher order interactions (E x E etc, ) were pooled

(without ever calculating their effects).

The highest E x E x ... E interaction was used.

* All S'x E interactions pooled (residual).

* Ei x S' interaction, to test Ei; Ei x E. x 5' interaction

to test E. x E..
1 J

S' combined with S' x E interactions.

* Between S's (within groups).

* Between St (within groups) x E interaction.

* T' (within groups) x E interaction.

* T' summed with T' x E interaction.

T' x E interaction.

* T' (within groups).

* E x S'x T' interaction.

* E x T' interaction summed with S's (within groups) effects.

Any non-statistically significant interactions pooled.

* "Expected mezm square.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

flow good were theE;e 239 experiments? Simon (1975) proposes
to evaluate the "goodness" of an experiment by the information it

produces. One method of evaluating information is to determine

what proporticn of the performance variance is explained by the

experimental variables. In this section, this measure is used to

evaluate the experiments. The experiments are also analyzed for

characteristics of the interactions that relate to assumptions

made when advanced experimental designs are used in human factors

research (Simon, 1973).

EVALUATION CRITERION - ETA SQUARED

It was necessary to find some quantitative measure that

could be applied across all of the experiments being studied that

would be independent of their content, yet would provide relevant

data for the evaluation process. Although many psychologists

still consider obtaining "statistically significant" experimental

variables as at least one indication of the goodness of the experi-

ment (Bozarth and Roberts, 1972), that criterion is almost totally

ignored in this report. flays (1966, p. 300) wrbte: "It is a

grave error to evaluate the "goodness" of an experiment only in

terms of the significance level of its results." Lykken (1968,

p. 158) also noted that "statistical significance is the least

important attribute of a good experiment."

Too much has been written about the misapplication and mis-

interpretation of significant tests to discuss it here (Bakan,

1971; Kleiter, 1969; Lykken, 1968; Nunnally, 1960; Rozeboom, 1960).

As Nunnally (1960, p. 643) said: "If rejection of the null

hypothesis were the rea intention of psychological experiments,

there usually would be no need to gather data."
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For this report, the analyses of variance in the articles

reviewed were reanalyzed using anotlher stat.i.,.tic, eta !;quared.
The results of this reanalysis are the basi2, for much of the
discussion that follows. Eta squared is a descriptive measure of

the proportion of total variance accounted for by specified com-

ponents of the experiment.

Eta squared is calculated by dividing the sum of squares for

the particular source of variance in question by the total sum of

squares. The proportion is a descriptive index of the strength

of the relationship between a source of variance and performance,

and is meaningful only within that particular sample.

Another measure that might have been used is omega squared.

It is an inferential measure of how much of an effect a factor

would have in the population based on the results from the experi-

mental sample (Hays, 1966, p. 547). It adjusts the estimate of

an effect on the basis of the size of the error variance and the

number of degrees of freedom involved. There are several forms of

omega squared depending on the experimental design used as well as

certain statistical assumptions made in developing the equation

(Vaughan and Corballis, 1969). However, for the purposes of this

report, eta squared is considered to be the more appropriate

statistic to use because:

It provides a direct measure of the data in each
experiment and needs to make no assumptions about

. a hypothetical population. (This is not the case
with omega squared.)

Since the calculation uses no error term, a
decision need not be made as to what should be
used to estimate error. Nor is it necessary
to recalculate the values used in the published
data, if the experimenter failed to use the
more technically correct error term.
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Since eta squared is always equal, or greater
than, omega squared, it provides the most op-
timistic e-stimate of the contribution of each
source of variance. Thus, any results of this
analysis are biased iin favor of the experiments.

The measure is simple, intuitively understand-
able, and familiar. Its square root is a
correlation between a factor and performance.
With a one--6egree-of-freedom factor, it is a
Pearson product moment correlation. With more
than one degree of freedom, it is a correlation
ratio, or eta,

Eta squared can be calculated for each component of variance

that can be isolated within the experiment. Of the experiments

included in this report, only the sources already isolated by

each experimenter in his analysis of variance table were used in

this analysis. However, in order to make the results from each

experiment standardized and capable of being combined, the cate-

gories describcd in Data Structure in Section I of this report --

i.e., equipment, subjects, trials, order, and interactions --

were substituted for the real world names of the variables and

even the composition of the source the experimenters designated

as "error" was properly identified.

Inter[reting eta squared, with qualifications

What distribution of eta squared would we expect in the ideal

experiment? Ordinarily E, S, T, ES, and ET as a group would be

expected to account for most of the performance variance in good

experiments. This is because these are all experimental factors

(and their interactions) and are supposed to represent the only

conditions that the experimenter purposefully and systematically

varied. All oLher sources are supposed to be held constant or

introduced to offset certain unwanted experiment-induced effects.

In a human factors engineer]ng experiment, E and its inter-

actions would be expected to account for most of the performance
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variance attributable to the experimental factors, since the

majority of these studies are interested primarily in optimizing

performance through appropriate equipment designs. When subject

and temporal factors are introduced into equipment design studies,

it is usually to detect the presence of critical ES and ET.

S' and T' (representing replicated measures of performance on

the same experimental condition) should have very small effects.

Subjects for replication (S') are supposed to bo a homogeneous

representation of a single population, unlike the situation in

which subjects (S) are treated as an experimental factor and

classified into sub-populations each containing one or more

specific characteristics. Similarly, when a subject is tested

repeatedly on the same condition for several trials to increase

data reliability, the effects over time (Ti) are expected to be

negligible, unlike the case when there is interest in a change in

performance over time (T) as a result of -- for example -- learning

or fatigue. The effects of differences in the order in which ex-

perimental conditions are presented to subjects can be isolated

from other effects of primary interest; the 0 should usually be

small. Although order has been systematically varied in the same

way an experimental factor would be, its introduction into human

factors engineering experiments (as opposed to a training study)

is more of a precaution if order proves to have a large effect.

In practice, the experimenter hopes 0 will be small as a result of

the care with which he planned and ran his experiment.

While experience with eta squared as a measure of experimental

quality is still. low, certain interpretations seem reasonable.

For example, when the equipment variables in a human factors

engineering experiment fail to account for a large proportion of

the total variance in the experiment in which subjects and trials

are introduced for replication purposes only, the experimenter has
failed in some way to optimize his study. Because the values are
relative, a low proportion could have occurred for a number of
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reasons. For example, the experimenter may not have selectvd a

homogeneous sample of subjects and the unidentified variables

contributing to their heterogeneity infllted the error term. It

may be that the experimental factors were in fact trivial and

accounted for little, relative to the random error. It may be that

in the data collection, measurement errors occurred that inflated

the error t-erm. It may be that the experimenter failed to isolate

known sources of variance from his error term.

Thus, when the proportion of variance accounted for by the

experimental variables is small relative to the "unexplained"

variance, it is reasonable to believe the experiment was a poor

one for one reason or another. On the other hand, if the propor-

tion of variance accounted for by the experimental variables is

large, while this may indicate either a restricted experimental

design* or a well conducted experiment, it does not mean that the

experiment was necessarily a good one if the ultimate criterion

is that it must produce useful information.

This is because eta squared does not reflect how much of the

real world is represented by the experiment. Although equipment

factors may account for a large proportion of the total performance

variance in a well conducted experiment, when the number of factors

in the laboratory experiment are either so few or so unimportant

that they represent only a small proportion of the performance

variance in that task in the real world, the experimental data

actually will be explaining a relatively small proportion of the

performance variance under operational conditions.

I An experimental design that provides no estimate of error,
e.g., an unreplicated factorial or fractiortal factorial design,
can be analyzed so thaL all sources of variance are accounted for
by experimental variables. This may not in fact be true, but any
error variance will be hidden within the other effects and non-

.so, a4table.
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11ow small is small? We may wonder how small an eta squared
might be in the expc_,riment and still be important in the real-

world (where its relative magnitude is bound to be reduced)

Cohen (1969) discusses this in his book on the statistical power

of tests in the behavioral sciences, pointing out: how the pro-

portion of variance accounted for, and the product moment corre-
lation, are mathematically related. The proportion of variance

accounted for equals the square of the correlation. Emphasizing

that his suggestions are arbitrary, Cohen suggests that a "small."
effect of a single variable would correlate .10 with performance

(yielding an eta squared of .01) which would not be perceptible

on the basis of casual observation. A "medium" effect, he

suggests, would correlate .30 with performance, yielding an eta

squared of .09. This effect he says "would be perceptible to the

naked eye of a reasonably sensitive observer" (p. 77). A "large"

effect would be defined as a correlation of .50, yielding an eta

squared of .25. However, as Cohen himself notes, he has draiw'n

his examples and based his levels on examples from the mental-

personality-social measurement field, i.e., the field of testing.

He writes: "One can, of course, find hi.gher values of r in

behavioral sciences. Reliability coefficients of tests, partic-

ularly of the equivalence variety, will run generally higher.

Also, if effects in highly controlled "hard" psychology (e.g.,

psychophysics) [and engineering psychology] are studied by means

of r's, they would frequently be distinctly higher than .50."

(p. 77-78). Of course, these are only rules of thumb for there is

no theoretical answer to the question posed at the beginning of

this paragraph. It all depends on what proportion of the total

performance variance in the real world is accounted for by the

variables in the experiments, a fact we can only learn empirically.

When an investigator intends to use eta squared to compare the

relative effects of his variables, he should be cautious about

rejecting a variable as being "unimportant" just because the
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proportion of variance it accounts for is smll. In screening

experiments (Simon., 1973) , for example, we do not screen in order

to discard small-effect variables; instead, we screen so that

early in a prograim we can expend our efforts in building a data

base, i.e., a framework to which other studies can be related,

based on the more important variables. We temporarily ignore the

small-effect variables with the intent of examining those of

interest later I See page 57 of this report for further con:'idera-

tions in the interpretation of small-effect variables. ] The rta.

deterininant of whether or not a variable is im.portant is not
whether it is statistically significant, or even whether its eta

squared is large, but whether under operational conditions the

observed absolute effect has practical significance.

"Unexplained" variances

Throughout the discussion of this analysis, references will

be made to the proportion of data accounted for by the experiment

and the proportion not accounted for, or "unexplained." The term,

unexplained, has a particular meaning that should be understood in

the context in which it is used. Here, unexplained is generally

identified with sources of variance that were unintended and un.-

identified by the experimenter, who delegates them without comment

to what he labels "error." Most typical of these are the inter-

actions between subjects and trials and between subjects and/or

trials and equipment factors when subjects and trials were treated

as replications in the experiment. This is a rather conservative

definition of "unexplained variance," since it does not include

subject and trial main effects, nor order-of-presentation effects,

when actually their presence in any magnitude reflects a failure

on the part of the experimenter to control these unwanted sources

of variance. To this extent, uncxplained as used here is somewhat

synonjymous with "irrelevant" or "unwanted" sources of variance,

neither planned for, nor identified b-, the experimenter.
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SYM 3OLOGY AND OPiErR CONS TDERATION' N TIESE ANALYSES

The symbology of E, S, T, S', T' ,CO, Q, and some interactions

as described in Section I will be used in"the discus:sions of the

analyses that follow. At times, . :ay be us'itd to represent any

equipiient-only source of variance, whether froi , main or equipment-

by-equipment interaction effects. ES and ET are \,ed as genurz;l

forms when any numb)er of equipment factors interact \ith subject

or temporal factors and ES', ET', and ES'T' when any n. Jhcr of

equipment factors interact with subject ani trial repli.caicn.

The sources of variance for which eta squared is calculatc.1

are those isolated and published by the investigators of each

experiment. In each case, the generic name (e.g., E, S, T, etc.)

will be substituted for actual content names. Similarly, the

investigators' inferences of what were statistically significant

are always used (without concern for standards or whether the

proper analysis was made)..

In tables in which the proportions of -variance are shown, a

zero proportion actually means that the value was le-,s than one-

half of one percent. No effort was made to transform the propor-

tion data; there was no practical reason to. The qualifications

cited in Section I apply to this data.

Iv

WHAT DO THE RESULTS OF THESE EXPERIME.NTS REVEAL?

The following questions are answered regarding this sample

of experiments:

i " What proportion of the total performance varia-
bility in the experiment is accounted for by the
major sources of variance: E, S, T, ES, ET, S',
1', O,aid Q?
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*Do speci fica 13.y se l.:ot-ed subj ect cliarioc tar-
istics , or qcoups of presuma--bly IiomiyenxIeoUS
slnbj nets us(-- for r(,pj--caton, accouni . for
moiea of the perforiau:c vari.ance?

*Whit proportion of totiA perforilance vIari a-
bility rcmin.; "sunexpl1ained?"

* oido proportions of varianccs of main
effects distribute Llijensaes?

*WhatC proportion of tlie total per for-anca
variance is accountEd for by t min arIa
inte3raction cafects? M] at deg Iree polyno.Tilal
is needled to account for the fuiictions r-eli-ting
main- effects to per fr:ne

*What percentage, of the! effects accounting
for one percent or lcEs of the totail variance
in arn experiment is Estatisti cally significant?

What proportion c the \'ariabi litv, in performance is accounted for
by ma' or srourccL, of variance: T ,, S , , ES, U, S' 9' 0, a nd 0

The proportions of: variance accounted for by each of these

major sources of variance are reported in Table 9. The data is

divicod into sub-groups based on the number of equipment factors

(from one through five) in the experiments. The number of cx-
perin--ants on which each group was based is indicated since the

numnber varies from one source of variance to the other (i.e., all

sources may not always he included in every experimental design

or, because of pooling, some sources were not individually analy-

zable) . For each source and each group, the smallest and largest

propotiions of variance accounted for are specified, as well as

the amount of variance accounted for by 25, 50 , and 75 percent of

the experimentF- in each group. The reade-.r is encouraged to study

Table 9 and draw his own conclusions;, although the discussion

below muiy serve ais a guide.
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TABLE 9. PROPORTION O1" VARIANCE ACCOUNTEI) FOR
BY E, S, T, ES, ET, S', T' , 0, and Q
PER EX'ERIME'NT'

Proportion of

vari,,ce x 100
Number of
E factors Number of

Source of per t.v- expcri-
variance perimot went s Percentile level

Lowest 1st Quartjle Median 3rd Quartile Highest

Equipment 1. 71 0 -5 16 56 921 (E) 2 92 1 16 32 64 98

3 50 7 32 44 66 99

4 10 32 46 68 83 94

5 4 37 -- 66 -- 90

Subject 1 5 0 -- 4 -- 9

(S) 2 1 -- 1 ......

3 4 1 -- 1 -- 5

4 2 0 -- (1) -- 2

5 0 ..........

0 2 3 -- (10.5) -- 18

Temporal 1 21 1 3 8 15 53

(T) 2 10 1 1 2 5 38

3 0 ..........

4 0 ..........

5 0 ..........

Equipment 1. 5 0 -- 3 -- 4
x subject 2 1 .... 1 ... ;
factor
interac- 3 4 0 -- 4 --- 5
tion 44 - -- --

(Es) 5 0 ..........

*Experinment s ii which any source of variance wa:; poo]Cd wUre not included

In any analysis iu this tablc.
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Table 9 (Cont)

- Proportion of
variance x 100

Number of
E factors Number of

Source of per ex- experi-
variance periment ients Percentile level

Lowest 1stQuartile Median 3rd Quartile Highest

Equipment 1 21 0 1 3 12 39
x temporal
factor in- 2 10 0 0 2 4 5
teractions 3 0 ..........

i" 1 (ET) 4 0 ..........

5 0 - -- ~-

Subjects 1 68 2 20 38 57 93
for rep-
lication 2 89 0 16 34 54 83

(S') 3 44 1 6 9 24 65
4 13 1 3 9 11 53

5 3 0 -- 1 -- 29

Trials 1 16 0 2 3 9 72
for rep-
lication 2 14 0 0 2 5 17

(T') 3 7 0 -- 2 -- 33

4 0 ..........

5 1 .... 20 ....

Order of 1 7 0 -- I -- 23
presenta- 2 1
tion

(0) 3 3 6 -- 6 -- 24

4 1 .... 3 ....

5 0 ..........

Positions 1 7 1 -- 2 -- 14

(Q) 2 0 ..........

p 3 4 1 -- 4 -- 11

4 0 ..........

5 0 ..........
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Results and comparisons across all sources. From the data

in Table 9, the following observations can be made:

1. The equipment factors (E) and subjects for replication

(S') account for most of the variance, on average.

As the number of E factors in the experiment increase,

the proportion accounted for by the equipment effects

increases and by the subjects for replication decreases,

on average.

Interpretation: These numbers are relative values.

The decrease in the proportion accounted for by subjects

for replications does not necessarily mean that subjects

become less variable as more equipment factors are

introduced; instead, it is more likely that they are

maintaining a constant absolute degree of variability,

but accounting for a smaller proportion of an expanding

absolute total variance as each critical equipment

factor is added. In cases where S' accounts for most

of the total variance, either the equipment factors had

trivial effects or the subjects were, in fact, not

homogeneous.

2. Within any group, based on the number of equipment factors

studied, the proportions accounted for by the equipment

factors range from relatively little to practically all

of the total variance. In some of the experiments in

which only three or fewer equipment factors were studied,

these factors failed to account for more than an incidental

amount of the observed variations in performance. In all

groups, there were always some experiments that accounted

for practically all of the observed variance.

* Interpretation: In a properly conducted experiment,

essentially all of the variance should be accounted for

by only those factors that the experimenter systematically
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varies. Some of the published experiments were poor in

this regard, signifying that either trivial factors had

been selected for the investigation or that the data-

collection process and experimental design were inferior.

As more factors are added, however, the chances of in-

cluding more non-trivial effects increase.

3. On average, neither subject nor temporal factors accounted

: I for much of the variance in these experiments. There were

some experiments, however, where a temporal factor had a

sizeable effect on performance.

Interpretation: Whatever subject characteristics

the experimenters thought might make a difference, appar-

ently they did not in these experiments. Not surprisingly,

when an extended number of trials were included in the

experiment -- that's what a T factor is -- performance

decrement in a vigilance study or performance increment

in a training study did occur.

4. Interactions between equipment and subject factors (ES)

and equipment and temporal factors (ET) were for all

practical purposes negligible, on average. There were a

few cases where conditions of the equipment factors

showed proportionately differential effects when studied

over an extended number of trials. These values are based

on a relatively small sample.

Interpretation: These interactions reflect the mag-

nitude of the main effects, suggesting that in general

they were ordinal rather than disordinal interactions.

5. The different sources related to changes in performance

over trials, on average, accounted for only a small pro-

* portion of the variance. Yet for each source, whether it
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was trials for replication (T') position (Q), or order

of presentation (0), there were some cases for each in

which the size of an effect was large.

Interpretation: In the case of the T' and P effects,

this suggests that some trend, such as learning or

fatigue had not been adequately controlled, and in the

case of Q and 0 effects, it was possible that when they
were large, these may have been due to S x E interactions

with which they were confounded.

Which have the larger effects on performance -- selected subject

characteristics or subjects used for replicating?

Theoretically when an experiment is replicated by running a

number of subjects selected from a single population, there is an

implicit assumption that the subjects are homogeneous. While the

presence of "individual differences" is acknowledged, when subjects

are used as a form of replication, in theory, any variability

among subjects is primarily a chance effect. On the other hand,

when an investigator singles out specific subject characteristics

and includes them as factors in his experimental design, it is

done because he suspects that they may have a practical influence

on the performance of the task under investigation.

A comparison was made between the proportions of variance

accounted for in every experiment by S and S' where both sources

of variance occurred. In Table 10 the proportions of variance

for pairs of S and S' obtained in ten experiments are listed. It

is obvious that in this sample, purposefully created heterogeneous

groups accounted for only a miniscule proportion of the variance,

while presumably homogeneous groups of subjects accounted for an
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TABLE 10. COMPARISON OF PROPORTIONS OF VARIANCE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY S AND S' IN THE SAME EXPERIMENT

Number of factors Subject factors Subjects as
in experiment (S) replications

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ _(5')_

14 63

4 67

0* 51

2 1 *

3 5 58

1 7

1 6

0 7
Legend:

Values in table
represent propor-

42 53 tion of variance

o ii multiplied by 100.

Each line repre-
____________________ -. sents a different

one of ten experi-

Median 1 51 mentse

Mean 1.8 36

*A zero value represents a proportion less than 0.005.
**Subject variability was pooled with othecr sources and not isolatable.
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exceptionally large proportion. It is apparent that investigators

in these experiments were not identifying the subject character-

istics having the largest effects on performance. When subject-

as-replications accounted for more than half the variance in an

experiment, it suggested that either the equipment factors that

had been selected were not very important, or that the subjects

were not really homogeneous. In those investigations, it would

appear that system performance would have been improved more

readily by emphasizing personnel selection over equipment design

(if a choice had to be made).

What proportion of the total performance variability remained
"unexplained"?

Theoretically, in an experiment, only the sources of variance

systematically introduced by the experimenter should account for

performance variability. These sources may be equipment factors

(E), subject factors (S), and temporal factors (T), and their

interactions, along with systematic variations used to compensate

for artificially created order (0) and position (Q) effects. Even

when subjects (S') and trials (T') are introduced only to replicate

the design and to estimate error, realistically, if their effects

were isolated in the experimental design we should not consider

them "unexplained" sources of variance.

Once the proportions of variance attributable to all of thcse

known sources have been isolated from the total performance var-

iance, if they are present in the experimental design, what is

left is defined here as the proportion of "unexplained" variance

(UV). Thus,

UV = 1 - (E+S+T+ES+ET+ST+S'+T'+O+Q)

UV thus represents the combined effects of all left-over sources

of variance that were not specifically identified and isolated by

the investigator. Ordinarily, they are also the sources of
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variance which would be difficult to interpret meaningfully even

if they had been isolated.

An ordered distribution (from lowest to highest) was prepared

of the proportions of unexplained variance for each experiment,

broken into groups based on the number of E factors under investi-

gation. In Table 11, the lowest, median, and highest values are

noted along with those at the .90 percentile.

Too detailed an analysis and interpretation of this data

would be dangerous; however, some obvious conclusions can be drawn.

Perhaps the most startling observation to be made from Table 11 is

how large some of the proportions of unexplained variance are.

For example, in at least one experiment involving three equipment

factors, more than .99 of the total performance variance remained

unexplained by any of the factors introduced into the experiment

by the investigators. But even the median values (ranging from

.18 to .33) make one wonder what was really learned from all of

the effort that must have gone into these experiments, for it must

be remembered that these values, while not small in themselves,

did not include the proportions of variance due to S', T, 0 and

Q, all of which might be explainable but which provide no informa-

tion insofar as the design of a device or system is concerned.

Thus, the proportion accounted for by the unexplained variance is

inversely related to experimental quality. Some experiments left

little unexplained (or unaccounted for). This may mean that the

irrelevant sources of variance were well controlled or, as

discussed earlier, this result could have been achieved artificially

by averaging out sources of variance associated with subjects and

subject interactions.
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TABLE 1]. PROPORTION OF TOTAL VARIANCE WHICH IS "IUNEXPLAINED"I

Numnber of E Number of Proportion of variance x 100
factors per experiments
experiment involved Lowest Median Highest

1 71 0*21 84

(6 7)**

93 0 22 99

(53)

3 55 0 30 97

(71)

4 13 3 33 52

(45)

54 10 18 47

*Unexplained proportion of variance is what's left over when: [1 -E (E,S,T',

ES,ET,ST,S',T',O,Ql. Thus, what's left o~fer may contain P and all interactions
* involving S' and T'. Of course, depending on the experimental design, all

sources of variance m;y not be present in a particular experiment.

**A zero value represents a proportion less than 0.005.

***Numbers in parentheses are the proportions at the 90th percentile.
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How do the proportions of variance of main effects in multifactor

experiments distribute themselves?

Reference is made in the statistical literature to the
"principle of maldistribution" (Budne, 1959). This principle

states that the proportions of variance accounted for by a large

niumber of factors in an experiment will be distributed exponent-

ially. This is an important principle, if true, because it

suggests that for most tasks, a relatively small number of factors

will account for most of the performance variance.

In Table 12, the proportion of variances accounted for by

each main effect in the 13 four-factor, four five-factor, and one

seven-factor experiments are presented, ordered from largest to

smallest. While neither four nor five factors are hardly "a

large number of factors," an examination of the table shows

fairly clearly that, with only a few exceptions, the proportion of

variance accounted for by the main effect in a single experiment

varied considerably. In those experiments in which this was not

the case, that is, when the variability among factors was slight,

the total proportion accounted for by the equipment factors was

already relatively small.

When the proportions accounted for by each main effect are

ordered from the highest to lowest for each four-factor and five-

factor experiment and the columns are averaged, the distributions

of the mean values approximate exponential curves within the

accuracy of the limited amount of data. The purpose here is not

to verify the accuracy of the particular mathematical model, but

merely to provide what empirical evidence is available to show

that proportions are not distributed equally and that relatively

few factors seem to account for most of the variance that can be

explained by the experimental variables. This effect is even more

vividly illustrated when the interaction values are included in

the distributions.
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TABLE 12. PROPORTION OF VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY INDIVIDUAL
MAIN EFFECTS IN 4-, 5-, AND 7-FACTOR EXPERIMENTS*

A. Four-factor experiments (13 experiments)

69 9 5 0
43 18 8 2
34 24 7 0
56 6 1 0
27 15 14 1
33 10 7 4
3' 18 2 0
29 11 4 0
19 6 5 3
12 10 7 3
11 9 9 2
16 5 1 0
5 1 1 1

Mean 29.8 10.9 5.5 1.2
Median 29 10 5 1

B. Five-factor experiments (4 experiments)

10 8 3 1- 1
56 3 1 0 0
38 38 5 2 0
39 5 4 3 1

Mean 35.8 13.5 4.2 1.5 .5
Median 38 6 4 2 0

C. Seven-factor experiment (1 experiment)

6 4 3 1 1 0 0

Each line represents a different experiment. Proportions
are ordered from highest to lowest. Values listed are porportions
multiplied by 100.
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Differentiating between small and unimportant effects. The

exponential distribution of the effects of variables provides some

clues to how their individual magnitudes might be interpreted.

Within any experiment in which a sufficiently large number of

factors is studied, a relatively few will consistently account

for most -- perhaps 70 or 80 percent -- of the performance

variance for a particular operational task. The remaining pro-

portion of variance will be accounted for by a great many sources

of variance, none of which in the experimental situation account

for very much of --he variance -- possibly only a few percent. In

understanding the effects of these remaining factors, the experi-
L menter must distinguish those that are essentially unimportant

though constantly present when the task is being performed and

those that are important but occur infrequently. In an experiment

in which the measures from many observations are being averaged,

the effects of both types of variables may appear numerically
equivalent. Quite obviously they are not. For any one performance,
the important but infrequent factor could totally disrupt otherwise.

typical performance. Luckily this type of factor can often be

rationally identified.

How important are higher order effects in human factors

experiments?

Considerable economy in data collection can be effected if
higher order effects are negligible in human factors experiments.

* Simon (1973) reviewed a number of experimental designs that would

enable a very large number of factors to be studied in the experi-
ment quite economically provided it was not necessary to isolate
third order and higher interaction effects from lower order

effects. The principle in a simple one. If a main and a four-

*factor interaction effect are confounded, that is, if their indi-

vidual effects cannot be isolated, and if the four-factor

interaction effect is negligible, then the combined measure must

-I
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actually be that of the main effect. While the better designs

test the validity of the assumption of negligible higher order

effects (and if it is not valid, more data should be taken), an

investigator will use these data-collection plans with more

confidence if he knows in advance that the likelihood of higher

order effects being important is slight.

An analysis of the 239 experiments was made to determine the

proportions of variance accounted for by the equipment interaction

effects. In Table 13, this data is first separated in column 1

into the order of the interactions (i.e., the number of inter-

acting equipment factors), and in column 2 by the total number of

factors in the experiment from which the data was taken. The

number of interactions of each particular order in an experiment

is shown in column 3, and the number of experiments available for

analysis in this sample is shown in column 4. The data, so

subdivided, could be examined in two ways. In the first way

(columns 5 through 9), the sum of the proportions of variance

accounted for by all interactions of the same order in an experi-

ment (column 3) was the basic unit for the analysis; in these

cases, the term "combined" was used. In the second way, the

proportions of variance for the individual interactions were

analyzed (columns 10 and 11).

From the data in Table 13, the following generalizations

can be made:

The more factors studied in a single experiment,
the smaller the proportion of variance accounted
for by individual interactions.

The higher the order of interaction, the lower
the proportion of variance accounted for by
that order.

Four-factor interactions and higher are for all

practical purposes negligible.
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In over 75 percent of the experiments, three-factor
interaction effects can be considered to be negli-
gible. However, as the number of variables studied
in an experiment decreased, some three-way

* interaction effects were large enough to require
further examination.

Three-factor interactions. From Table 14, it can be seen

that when five factors were studied in an experiment, the three-

factor interaction effects were negligible. However, this is

based on the results from only four experiments. Three-factor

interaction effects also appear to be negligible for all practical

purposes in the four-factor studies. The maximum combined value

of four interactions accounted for only .11 of total variance.

Of the four interactions that were summed to make that amount,

only one accounted for more than .05 of total variance -- it

accounted for .06.

All of the experiments in which the combined three-factor

interactions accounted for more than .05 of the total variance

are listed along with some descriptive data in Table 14. This

was the case in only eight of the 72 experiments which could be

analyzed for three-factor interactions; two were the combined

* value of four effects. Only four of the eight accounted for more

than ten percent of the total variance. Two (No. 4 and No. 8)

were the combined value of four individual three-way interactionI effects of which only one of the six individual interactions

Paccounted for .06 of the total variance. Two (No. 2 and No. 3),

although accounting for .18 and .16 of the total variance in

each experiment, were used in lieu of an error term. That means

that the experimenter treated these effects as if they were due to

pure chance, i.e., negligible. One case (No. 7) was not reliable,

i.e., statistically significant. The factors making up this group

of three-factor interactions were primarily qualitative variables;

there was only one exception (No. 4). Only one (No. 1) of these

three-factor interactions (among those for which it could be
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determined) was of the disordinal type. A disordinal interaction

is one in which the performance at different levels of a factor

will be ordered differently depending on the level of a second

factor which is operating when the performance is measured. The

others were the ordinal type of interaction, which could probably

have been eliminated had a different measurement scale been used,

or if the performancf scores had been appropriately transformed.

It is of interest to note that in the worst case, that is the

case in which the three-factor interaction accounted for .19 of

the total variance, thc absolute differenc- between the worst and

the best of the eight experimental conditions in that experiment

was 1.44 bits/second of transmitted information from display to

conitrol. In reaction time alone, the difference amounted to .78

parts of a second. This probably were of no practical significance.

It is apparent that a tentative assumption that three-factor

interactions are negligible is the most parsimonious one to make.

In very few cases it may be wrong. However if the measurement

scales are selected from the beginning to linearize the data as

much as possible, the number of critical three-factor interactions

will be reduced. Non-negligible effects are more likely with

qualitative factors.

Cochran and Cox (1957, p. 219) suggest watching the two-factor

interactions for clues that three-factor interactions might be

important. They suggest that if the main effects and two-factor

interactions of a set of factors are large, it is likely that some

three-factor interactions might also be large, If the two-factor

interactions are small, it is less likely (but not impossible)

that the three-factor interactions are large.

Two-factor interactions. While most economical multifactor
designs are constructed so as not to ignore two-factor interactions,

it still is of interest to obtain quantitative information on how
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important: these effects are likely to be. From the data in

Table 13, the following generalizations can be made about the

two-factor interaction effects:

* The more factors studied in an experiment, the
more likely it is that an individual two-factor
interaction will be negligible.

If all of the data from experiments with three
or nore factors were combined, only 36 out of
72 experiments had the combined effects of the
two-factor interactions in the studies account-
ing for more than .05 of the toLal variance.
Only 11.3 percent of the individual two-factor
interactions in the studies involving three or
more factors accounted for more than .05 of
the total variance. Only 3.2 percent of the
individual two-factor interactions in the studies
involving three or more factors accounted for
more than .10 of the total variance.

• Two-factor interactions, in general, cannot
a priori be assumed negligible.

In general, interaction effects tended to be somewhat higher

when qualitative factors were involved than-quantitative.

Hiqher order terms of the polynomial. The functions relating

quantitative factors to performance can be approximated by a

graduated polynomial. Each term of the polynomial will represent

a single degree of freedom. Thus the main effect of a th-ee-levc-l

factor with two degrees of freedom in the analysis of variance,
will be represented by two terms in the equation -- a linear and a

quadratic term. The interaction of two three-level variables
with four degreoq of freedom in the analysis of variance would be

represented by the following four terms, each with a single degree

of freedom, in the polynomial:

xix j (linear-by-linear interaction) 2nd degree term
2

S2 xx (quadratic-by-linear interaction) 3rd deqree term
*~ ij
V 2

xxj (linear-by-quadratic interaction) 3rd degree term
22

x x2 (quadratic-by-quadratic interaction) 4th degree term
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The degree of the term is equal to the sum of the exponents in

the term; the order of the equation is equal to the highest

degree of any term in the equation. The majority of economical

multifactor designs that can be used with quantitative factors,

e.g., central composite designs (Simon, 1970), limit the data

collection to that required for a first or second degree model.

In the above example of the two-factor interaction, this would

mean that only the linear-by-linear component of the interaction

would be estimated, and the other three components would be

assumed negligible.

Similarly, if a factor contained five experimental levels,

its relation to performance could be represented by four terms:

2 3 4
x i , x i , x i , x i

of which the cubic and quartic terms would be assumed negligible.

The question is: How likely is it that these higher order effects

are really negligible?

Because the analysis of variance model dominated the analyses

of the experiments published in the journal, Human Factors,

between 1958 and 1972, there was little data available for check-

ing this assumption. Only nine of the 118 .papers included

regression components, i.e., linear, quadratic, or cubic terms,

in their ANOVA tables. ]owever, whenever the means of every level

of a quantitative main effect were published, it was possible to

determine how well equations containing from first-- to fifth-ordr

terms would fit these main effects. An analysis was performed on

the main effects of all quantitative variables with three, four,

five, or six levels that had accounted for .25 or more of the

total performance variance in the experiment. The results are

shown in Table ]5.
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TABLE 15. PROPORTION OF VARIANCES OF MAIN EFFECTS
ACCOUNTED FOR AS A FUNCTION OF TIlE ORDER
OF THE POLYNOMIAL

Number of Order of the Polynomial
Levels
Involved 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Median Range Median Range Median Range Median Median

3 (20)* .96 .71-1. 1.0 -

4 (10) .76 .55-1. .98 .92-1. 1.0 -

5 (4) .97 .80-1. .99 .95-1. 1.0 .99-1. 1.0

6 (2) .60 - .98 - 1.0 - 1.0 1.0

*Numbcrs in parentheses indicate the number of main effects

included in the analysis. Only main effects that accounted
for .25 or more of the total variance were included.

Table 15 shows the proportion of the variance of quantitative

main effects that is accounted for when represented by polynomials

of different orders. Obviously an equation of order (d - 1) will

account for all of the variance of any main effect with d levels.

For each group of data, the median, and range from lowest to

highest proportions accounted for, are given. One can conclude

from the data in this table that for the sample involved, the

inclusion of higjher than second-order terms in the polynomial will

account for a negligible proportion of the main effects.
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What _op ro~rtion of the "small effect" factors were
statistical.y siqnificant?

The statistical significance of a factor has too often been a

major criterion for eliciting concern for its effect on perform--

ance. This procedure, however, has been subjected to criticism

since, quite often, the magnitude of an effect on the performance

has been found to be trivial. Since statistical significance

only implies the probability that an effect might: be reliable

(and being a prob:-hility, might be unreliable) , the importance of

examining the strength of the effect of a factor is emphasized.

This was dieicussed earlier in this paper.

An analysis was made of all main and interactions effects (up

to and including four-factor interactions) for all experiments

studying from one to five factors to determine what percent of the

effects accounted for .01 or less of the variance in the experi-

ment and what percent of these were statistically significant.

In Table 16-A, the percentage of effects in each group

accounting for one percent or less of the variance is shown. The

total number of effects in each group on which each percentage is

based is shown in parentheses. In general, the percentage of

effects accounting for one percent or less of the experimental

variance increases as the number of equipment factors in the

experiment increases. A similar increase appears in the percentage

of one-percent effects as the order of the effect increases;

however, interactions appear to increase at a more rapid rate than

the main effect in this regard. This "increase" means that more

effects are becoming more negligible.

In Table 16-B, the percentaqe of only the effects accounting

for one percent of the variance or less in each group that was

statistically significant is shown. In this case, as the number
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TABLE 16-A. PERCENTAGE 01' ALL, EFFECTS ACCOUNTING FOR
ONE PERCENT OR LESS OF TilE TOTAL VARIANCE

'RETAGL Sources of variance
.......__ ___ . Main 2FI* 3F1 4FI

1 8 (71)€,*
0) 2 24 (186) 39 (93)
o .

u o 3 30 (165) 54 (165) 47 (55)

c) 0 0 p
, w 4 23 (52) 60 (78) 65 (52) 69 (13)

?4 5 35 (20) 92 (40) 98 (40) 100 (20)

TABLE 16-B. PERCENTAGE OF EFFECTS IN TABLE 16-A THAT
WERE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT

fPERCENTAGE Sources of variance
Nain 2FI 3MI 4FI

1 0 (6)**

w - 2 13 (45) 8 (36)

w 3 12 (49) 17 (90) 12 (26)
0) 00

4 *'-0 25 (12) 29 (47) 26 (34) 22 (9)

W 44 c) 5 71 (7) 24 (37) 15 (39) 10 (20)

TABLE 16-C. PERCENTAGE OF ALL EFFECTS TIAT WERE STATISTICALLY

SIGNIFICANT BUT ACCOUNTED FOR ONE PERCENT OR LESS
OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE [TAdLL 16-A x TATLE 16-B]

PERCENTAGE < Sources of variance

Main 2F1 3FI 4FI

1 0 (71)**

Q) 2 3 (186) 3 (93)

.0 3 4 (165) 9 (1.65) 6 (55)

4 6 (52) 18 (78) 17 (52) 15 (13)

-v 44 o 5 25 (20) 22 (40) 15 (40) 10 (20)

*FL stands for "factor interaction".
*Numbers in parentheses indicate total number of uffects In each category.
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of experimental factors in an experiment increases, the wore likely

a one-percent or less effect is statistically significant. This

increase in reliability could be accounted for by the larger

number of degrees of freedom generally found in the error terms
of the larger experiments. On the other hand, the higher the

order of the effect, the less chance that a one-percent or smaller

effect will be significant.

Finally, in Table 16-C, (which is the product of Tables 16-A

and 16-D) the percentage of all effects in all of the experiments

that account for one-percent or less of the variance and are

statistically significant is shown. For all effects combined,

whether main or interaction, 18 percent are of this type.* As the

number of equipment factors in an experiment increases so does the

probability that one percent or less effects will be statistically

significant. Interactions accounting for one percent of the

variance or less also have a higher chance of being statistically

significant than main effects accounting for one percent or less

of the total variance. With the same error term, interactions

have the edge on "significance" over main effects since they gen-

erally provide more degrees of freedom in the numerator of the

F-ratio.

In this same sample, 28 percent of the effects accounting
for four percent or less of the variance are statistically
significant.
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SECTION IV. RESEARCH APPIICATION ISURVEY

Two hundred thirty nine experiments reported in 118 papers

published over a 14-yea- period have beien des;cribod and evaluated,.

On the whole, in these experiments, much more data was collected

than was needed to supply the limited amount of information that

was obtained. Good, bad, or indifferent, however, this work is

characteristic of that being produced by human factors engineers

in universities, industry, private institutions, and government

(including th military) laboratories. Whatever their intermediate

goals, directl\ or indirectly these investigators performed their

e)xperiments to obtain information that would be used to optimize

equipment, systems, arid environments and ultimately improve man-

machine performance.

A lot of time, a lot of effort, and a lot of money have

gone into this research. Just how effective has it been? To what

extent have the results of these experiments actually improved the

performance of an operational man-machine system? To obtain

answers and information on these questions, the investigators were

surveyed.

SURVEY RESPONDENTS

The questionnaire shown in Table 17 was sent to as many of the

authors of the 118 papers for whom it was possible to find addresses.

However, no addresses for the authors of 15 papers could be found.

The questionnaire was sent to at least one author of the remaining

103 papers. Completed questionnaires were returned by 114 authors

of 94 of the papers. The authors-to-papers distribution among the

respondents was: 76 papers, one author each; 16 papers, two

authors ech; two papcrs, three authors each. Thus, 91 percent of

those queried respoided. Of all the papers that were analyzed,.

84 percent were represented in this applications survey; 19 percent

of them were represcinted more than once.

.: f
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'ABLEA 1 7

Q~iZSTIONXA;.iU; ON 'iiiE1 Ai'PLICAT.0N 02 DATA FVUOM l1UNIAN 17ACTrOIS LINGINEXIIUNG 12XPL'IUIENT.;

1Pica:;e ,CsW,- t LO o .w que"ntions C(.iIc erninJro you'r experi ment publishled ill the journal, hmnFactors!2,

(94~ studiles)

Chock tho apirOprialte Dcrs)i the space prOVidetd. If you would care to comment about any item, use the
back ol tais Shect or u~se "66uiOnai pa.'i.

Y011 A)Lr~ily NOU: 100 i'ea ppecatd.lease re turn oii ieuestionnaire before 15 Noycinbor I '2to
Your prompt W. Sill',11 1316L. 6, MSD10 ll1 ireritft Comipanjy, Aerospace Group, City, ai-olil'
90230. T"Icunk You.

1. Who oyiaal oas ~ec (by pai~the question to a. Tile experimenter himselfaQ~)
be arnsw rcci) that .his experiment be conducted?7 b. Someone within the organization

N =82 that emnploy'ed tlie exp~erimieniter b

AQ =66%c. A customer outside of the experi-
menter's organization c( 7)9

2. What kind of ansvwers was the experiment intended a. Answvers relevant to the design of
___to Supply? a specific system (at least) (2P

N =90 - b. Answers havin', only general
AQ = 22% applicability 1h(8)1 I

3. Did the results of th~e experimnent directly a. Yes (Which? ____________) a(31)1 2
influence the.C 6csi~n of a real Sstefl;?

N = ~ AQ b. No or don't know. 1h(r6)13

4i tiheve were any measurable benAfits tLo a real a. No known measurable beacfit.- kc51 )14.
systemn, what were tney? (More than one may b.Rdcdcs fbidn roeat-
be chuicked.) b.Rdcdcs f uligo pr

N =78 ing system b( 4).,5
AQ =61% * c. Resulted in savin.g life and/or

property c( 3)16

d. Enhaced systenm performance

5. Wi.-t do you estinnate the total cost of this experiment a. S 30, 000 or less a(87)18

No =89 b. Between $ 30, 000 arid $ 60, 000 1(0 2)19

AQ =22% c. Between $60O, 000 and $ 90, 000 C( 1)20

d. $ 90, 000 or more dI( 0)21

6. Wci-e any xpr et3perforn-ed specifically aW a a. Yes a(37)2.2
foi.-pto th1iS onW? N = 86 AQ = 1Yb. INo ____________1)((3)23

if "y(e5', why? (,more than one )-ay be checked.) a. To clar-ify qucestions arising from)
N =30 f te 3 anwcig"ye;"thle first stcity a4 0)24

N = 0 o til 32anp~orip, "es"b. To acid to the information obtained
______--- ______ in tile first study -- b(2)2ti

If more ino~;ta\:sobtaiined in a follow-up a. ltepvatrd orinimt ,tudy but changed
stt -ho a.4 oe experimental space a( 5,)21

N -28 of t he 29 .1n:;,'ori ag "y( n"t b, Exainccldsome old and seome new
and al so "'to aidd iluforu'-.,Im i variables 1) ( 2 )27

C. Xx; mined onl y new variables C.(I 31)2(1i

7. L' £c rv*spej,,ct, Nkoud Y00 1ave (d0n1 YOUC experimnt a. Yes3 a (2:)2 9,
& dii"(Aty %'t' 'yOU 10 1*$-pVM t today? 7N

N =89 70
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RES (JL TS

Responses to the questionnaire were analyzed in terms of th.,-

number of papers (studies) rather than the number of authors.

Consequently, in summ arizing the answers to each question in this
report, two groups of data are available for each quest ion: one,

the data based on those papers in which every author (be it one or

more) a rgeed on the answer to the question; two, the data based on

those papers in which all authors of a paper did not agree on the

answe to the question. Since the basis for tabulation is the

paper, not authors, and since only 18 of the papers had multiple

authors, at most only 18 disagreements were possible.

Some of the results of the survey are surimarized on the

questionnaire in Table 17. For each question, values for N and

AQ are given. N equals the number of papers in which there was

internal agreement among the authors of each paper for the answer

of that question. AQ represents an ambiguity quotient for each

question, or the percentage of the 18 multiple-author papers

wherein the responding authors of the same paper failed to agree

on the answer. The higher the percentage, the more amTbaiguous the

question is considered to be. The values in parentheses at

the right of each answer are the percentages of the N papers that

answered the question with that particular answer. When the

questions were ordered from least to highest AQ percentage, the

least to most ambiguous questions were:

2 and 5; 7; 3; 6a; 4; 3. and 6b; 6c.

DISCUSSION

Comments made by the respondents to qualify their answers

provided clues in some cases as to why multiple authors did not
agree. These colQments were consol-idated and are reported for each

question. Conclusions are drawn froi this data and interpreted

and discussed.
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No attcuitiL was made to use inferenti al statistics on the

data. It would be dancgerous to overinterr'ret. the information

from this ques -tionnaire, i.e., to seek information to a depth or

preci,;ionor thut isn't thcre. Tihe questionnaire represents a

quick and inexpensive means of finding out what the investigators

knew,, and thoucgh-t about their own studies. Their responses,

therefore, were examin uc primnaily for gross generalities, thle

discovery of' which made statistic,11 treatments unwarranted.

Que stion 1. VJho oriainally requea5Led__(by posing the question to
be answered) that thsexei~te ond~ucted.?

NumbJer o~f papers in which all authors
agreed on the an :wer..................82

76%- indicatcd that "tho experimenter him,.self"
posed the question.

17% indicated that the question was posed! by
"someone within the organ~ization that
employed the experimenter."

7%0 indicated that the question was posed by
"la cus-tome.r outside the experimenter's
organi~ation."

Number of papers in which authors disagreed
on the answer......................12

(66'. ambiguity, based on 18 possib~e articles
with multiple authors.)

Some responde-nts qualified their answers w,,ith commeints,

reflecting possible reasons why disagreements occurred.

These can be sumimarized into the following types:

*Junior nut hors; interpreted the word "experimenter"
to mean themselves zAone an,] thercfor- indicated
that sonicone other than tlie "experimecnter" (t mi
selvers) origiinated the pro. cm, wbien in fact tha-

seiraut-hor did.
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*Junior iau hors really dji 't know who
originated the! problem.

*On at ~ stthre, st udies , there w col abr-
ation )b t-weeri the exeicntrand the customf' r

"Posin-q a ques Lien" was initcrprcted bysome to
mean -i- ~ir the( specific \7ral2to be
invest-coatc a-i' th n ic ising the qf ienal
quesFtion toa be anrA\'e red by the xer mn

*It was difficult to decide w;haL, constituted
the 'epr~mne 8orc'anize L-ion," e-.gi., a
departmnceni-, division, or comtpany.

T.here is little qjuerstion that the majority of the In-

vestil-ators believed that they originally proposed the

studies included in this survey. TChe extent to which th(e;Ce

propoale*s may hive been tempered by outside interests arnd

request-s for proposals cannot be jud-ged. But since a great

many of the studies, were supported outside the agency that

performed the exeietfromz the investigaLor 's view-

point it: seems he at leact believed that he proposed, and

the contracting agency disposed.

Question_2. What ki~nd of answers was t.-he exLpe riment intended

2 LI Y1

Numuber of papers- in.- which all. authors
agreedi on the aiis%,er..................90

429e iidicFted. that "anTswers were to be relevant
to the de-,sign of a specific syst-em
(atles).

5P, '' iadCiaLed that they souqh t "aniswers having
only (jeneralaplcbit.

Numbe r of papers :in which authors disacqrced
oil the n r.......................4

(22', iimbiq iL ty , base(d on 18 pos;sible.
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Tho co] evnts ]Tl~i( 3 2 to this que!stion sugges~t that soni(

dir agreeiti;-ft7s amony multiple authors may have ar isen for i-he

followingj re-ason:

Wh':nepr: ~n ru---uilts were rel evant to a
Sp(iti cl25of Systcems, Sha. air cc~is

sy.17 Coms , 15 teliliqonce ny onau tomobilQ es in
qciiel ci, produeL ion il 2~,but- not to a Fspoci fic

sysc' ,sol-.c.- irespondci s consieercd ti.::l as
being rolevarii to a sprecific systAem (wha.ile
others did niot)

The an.-wers were split approximately in half: between

those who believed their experiments wcure planned to answer

questions relevant to specific systems3, at least, particularly

if "system-is" could be interpreted as "systems of a certain

class, " and those that were planned to supply answers with

general applicability. From the tenior- of many coee-,,,ents,

those who did studies to obta.-in answers of general applica-

bility believed the information that thecy gonerated would be

relevant to specific systems if anyone cared to use it. The

real diffErC.co affecting the selection of one answ,,er or the

other appeared to be whether or not a particular application

for the data had been anticipa-.ted while the study was being

planned.

This question and the alternative answers generated some
reltivly eatd omments. The phrase, "having only gencral

applicability," and particularly the word "only" in the

second answer was interpreted aif- being judgmental. For ex-

ample, re. ,pondtents made, such cornien-.s as: "Is it bad for an

expe:riment to have only general applicabiAlity?" and '"'Only'

is a biasing word." Conversely', in spite of the presence of

the words "at least" qualifyingi the firF7t. answer (that the[ i.esul ts vc appliciible to speci fic systems) , several res,,-

ponden ts wcint ed to check both ain.swers to show that these

resullsha grJ~nU ap l[iCaIhi ity as l
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Actually, as the alternatives were written, ans.,rinq

that res;ults vwere applicable to "a specific system (ii: le:-t

did not deny th (is qe)0all p'iclbi 1ity, wlile sayinq

that they had '"only general applic )iliLv" (1 id not

evaluate the desirability of the research, but merely irdi-

cated that the study had been planned waithout a particular

system in mind.

That this question ancl its a].ternative answers produced

the kinds of comments they die, at-tributin(; motives to the

wording of the questionnaire that were net. :here, neither in

fact nor in intention, suggested that for some human factors

investigators tiis is a sensitive issue. The comments of

several respondents who took the .ti-e to express their ideas

on this matter in some detail are quoted below and commented

upon. One respondent wrote:

1 think you miss the point in your analysis
of the experimentso Experim.ents are almost always
sc.ence not engineering. Rarely is there time
during design to do experiments. If experiments
are done, they usually are too specific to be
'publishable". Rescach -from a unive-sity is
rarely "appl.ied science" much less "des Lgn" or
"development". Only J-n industr)y would you find
research "to improve the operation of a man
machine -ystem." If you are interested in finding
research devoted "to improve the operation of a
man machine: system" you should look in an engi-
noerin ori ented journal such as j opi]I ed Erqonomics,
or betitcr yet, company and govt. ihical-iep-dts.

The comment seems to sugqest that human factors oxp(r--

ments are conducted in the university, but that they arc: not
"applied scierncc" nor intended to improve the operation of

man-ma hine sys.tcm ., and conversely, that Cxl)eriments for

this purpose, if conducted in the- Jndu;tr.ial- environlont,

are too specific (du( to ti.me and the r cofstraints) to be

pubi:1.5le Of course-, nb itlh(e. St ,[-cmont: i.s true
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There are any nIuTmb ' of un ave rsities today doinrg rc-seaich

wh ich ij.5~nc. to aid in the desia qn of ma. n-machi nc sys temp;.

In fa)(L, relt~vanecy ira thi s regard- is alm-,os-t a necessiLy if

one hesto qcA 1: overnmecntal_ s upport. it is when the aci-

CjiLcanur tlny expcna mainter Lolee(,,s th.at whiale at ishi
ma~ (l~lc a~ht(as lcong i3, he isspor a his owii work)

an ai pliasai th ing to do hi5 (-_rmel -1( aanzny way he wishes,

*our a :-, a a p.rofess ion dc!pond.S ult-im-Lately on beinig able

7to show that \;',e can colle~ct information that will helIp sonie-

one mi-akec a deci sion or solve a pro 1) em. Ilu.-inan behavior is,

* "real wol"and, except in 5L'-C rare clrCeiistvnccs ,, shoul (2

be studieda involving tas.ks with the copqplexity of the rca'i-

wornc' counikerIparts. No elabora-te exper inentalI dcsi'-n or exot-'C

staitiSt ical anlyi wi] I suffice' to justify the exa !:tence
of any research prograin -- basic oi applieO - unles.,s it pro--

duces irfrainpreviousl3y unkrnown. and ul t.Ji i::!tcel.1y use.ful.

The oversimplified task--, so often used in what is crroneoaisly

labeled 'basic' rcsearch), have nuL and willJ not- prodmue this

kind. of data. University research need not 1-e criticized

because. it has i-)(e immr.-ediate application, but only xv'(cn it may

never- have an a.pplicatiori As siich], it is riot basic, which

means, that it could be iuaed to ansvwe r many pr-oblem,,s, but is

irrele_(vant to any real world problem.

That relatively few of the huma:n factors- expcrmnents

perfoliated by engineeriancj organi zatiunS tcdiay have enough

qeneral ity to be publisheod is proba)bly a true assqessmei1nt of

the s.it u ation . A seconcl respondient made a similar poin12t about-

Armed Forcesz resea,,rch whi cl ".is typi cally sedesigned that it

only.a le to the systemi for which it was cdone - - iand hence

neve~r g;o ts pul 1 i £h ('icd in any qoa iral 1.1iteral nrc if at allI

But this crite-sm of indus1Ftriazl research lisnot alvways so.

Not too mimiy ycearS ago , .indus,,;try ;i);piorted "h ;i"research in
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1mm~~i tos e(31Qcr~ngOil a Conside'rably cjreaLj [o ; calc t lldfl

it dOe S taybut When'r this rc-rearci L fiiled t~o prodlucc Hie

h-inli of in oi-mationivcd by the orqa Ln -i zations payinq for- the

work , the, ;pport yizwd eally' eroded1 to Z lff.ost DOlI-Iinq A., ec

Al LLheuCf]1 have Llu air an ourit of'ph ih
iflq F, s:w~ C ;YIC TU Lic t ttA jCi w. 4 1- I fl the (

studAy cc: a Io provjid an t

an :L-j(i q' kic- onie 11n Cve 1 ,Qrc s a y

that a firs Lt connjitjior a rcscxcrciih S Lud)cc raq]cd
to t''eihe C]1j i.IEeringq community- 1u->o'"d ini
tJ Vol n thc en that. atll loose ends!- rst I,-
Cha1 Z' S-4 dlo 'i prior to rush llnr Into print, secondly,

the diaa o, ru s t pzc o %i2ci-"e an in-C1 peth ) t c mnt
of Or toLal progleji d(.srind spe,.ci fialely to
onab".e tlie rea.Clr to initiJate his >n iauv
activ jti.

The cj:it-icism to be. leveled at rese(arch peri.formied in

industry (oc;'.i in support of mIljI t-ary proCpgjar.I-S) should rof

be that i t sf-Us to)F() sove Fsp-ci fic prcob-lems, hut tha t 14it a

of ten it So:Vccs no p--oblems at all irisofar as it fails to
supply valid and previously unknown inforna,1-t'ion. Too often

these studies involving specific real world s£y!-tcmF fail to

in yen t j.g a.'tteper.formanlce in a broad enoujh cci itext to match

that which is likely to occu.- -under operational cond-ition2-.

As a result, the data produced is no miore likely to be

correct. thian i-n th case- of an cexpel et odcedi h

university \iiere, neither the task nor. the context is rele\'avi.

Questioni 3. Did the, results of thec, experim-ntdrcl i nflueiicu
t h]I(, lv oara : sen

Number of papelrs in which all authors
dicJi7ecl on thIi: anel....................87

331, ' said "yes."
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69 , sai d "11() or "dn II' L h T'* Pn p. r-ceu of th
69 sekF a 3 di i that tlii..r nwr

5'61iU' t Ih no."

Nuir1.. I- of 3 11 w Iv lch &uthors, diszqrc'd
on t hr a 3...................................................7

(22 i icit, ae on 18 pa ible,

Som) r c, I. c11 et S ( u'a i f i 0 d t h ci. r anrM7c1 withI t e fo C 13, C,

S13K l Of,( C'~tir)U'lt s . E',omc of t h ;c, ra y c x I clai n the C diss i- -

grc r t s in tl ~ ziswer2 qivun on papers w-ith multip~le

author!ship:

*Juni- v q:Lr may not have be pr o
of v;L-:e> the1 rc- ulLs Vere eppled.

*Some invex ,t[a ~tors s1Uated -Tha t alA Locujh ,- appl i-
Cati(2 hcd heeo the orj tjrnal, inten''l on, the-y

did not I3wow if the result.s were ever used.

somke £ttathat the v;ywa don in support
o f a r ca 1- systerm b)u t Lthat. t I r y vwere ncv e r
appl:i rdl L~as he systeii hadc iot yet been
d cl apIoe d-, thait the pi-oject had j:eo ,n cancele,
or th :the stuc.\, had been) done, in support of
a prcvposal that Lid not re!sult in a contract.

*In one ca~e , while the res-ults favoring a
particular sysiron was definitive, the system
was( noi: Chang~ed itcox-dinqly becatlse to do so
would4 have createCd "ame.trativc problems.-

*Some inrvEst iqz&t,,,rs, ar,wcri nc jle cquestionn
J ta tcu tha Lt they (1,idn , rell knowZ1I _ I I0 if their

]w~uV. ereeve alielit. that. sys't.emT', haO
arpcaia).i uf_)seque-if- ly t ~Lwere oC'ra-1z-tec1

expri c-'tZ.l rccsults.

ThOucgh s t udies' ,ee eler Jfwith thro in ten ti on of

ap] yii ug th(e r(-:.;uiLsE to real. mm aJjes' nfor7 a

var~ it of raK sthcresu of- onlIy a nm.i nor.ity of the

s-t udi o' WJc act 1C )] ? iO.I t j'p] ickd. lilli.- Suq(pe tS ,
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at worst, that. in spite of thI-e tjjrte, e-ffoit, ailc money

invol.ved in produicing a studly, i t's renults are rnot us-ed.

At best, it sivcj(co'.ts that if results arc uscd, this fct is

rnot often fed back,0 to thec iivcsti gators. In this rU(q.-2d , the

- 1survey is limitedC in that it provides rno information )]n thec

*number of persor,.s- who ay seek (and find) ansoors to ther

d' r prcoble.m:- frrtim the resall bs of the expc-rimonts rmul± Ehehd

in the Erh'man 1auiLors journal. Irivc,,tA qators; are not iw's
aware of 1 i lhuhoersodr rt thait. the remc-st

for reprints of his paper suggested others may have u5r-:d the

data. On the other hand, another rospondencL wrote:

In answe,,r to your lclter, the expcripe nt was
fun and we I earnled a fe.%w thir,.es . The cus tomner' s
interest--f l;qca and :Fvun-th dis E ,:peered. You arc,
the-, first ono' to indicxil e that hehas ac much- as
read the ti L1a of the articlec-,, arnd I doub't if1
anyone in t1o coverr, iertal oru-riization that
sponsored thr study even knows about our report.

Certainly one a.spect of seigthat resoarch result-- are-C-

applied is in getting the information to those w-ho nec-d it.

Merely publ ishi-ne the results in a comnpany report or in a

professional jouriwal is no guarantee that the person who

could or would use it will over see it.

Question 4. If there were any m-teasurable bonefits to a real system,

What were they7? (1More than one answcr m-iay he chcc ked.

Number of papersF in which all author,,

agreed ori the answer...................78*

Thle no Lhor (5-) of five others gave no answer at all
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I stattd there were "no known measurable
bencf j Ls. "

4% stateci that they "reduced cost of building
or op(,ratinq system."

3 . staLed that the~y "resulted in saving life
a;nd/r pltoperty.

4 3:-. statcd that they "enhanced system p}erformance."

Number of pap,1- in which authors disagreed
on the answer.... ....... .................... . .

(61% ambiguity, based on 18 possible.)

Multiple aAswers were permittcd to this question. How-

ever, in ten of the ii papers in which multiple authors did

not agree on which answer was correct, answers were divided

between the first alternative that stated there were no known

measurable benefits or one of the other alternatives that

indicated there was a benefit.

Some respondents qualified their answers with the

following kinds of comments, which may help explain some of

the disagreements in answers given on papers with multiple

authors:

Benefits could not be measured since experilental
results were applied to systems not yet operational.

Results enabled an "estimation" to be made of an
improvement but no test of a real system was
possible.

Although the solution was found to enhance system
perfoxmance in the experiment, it was never used
since its implementation would have actually
increased system cost.
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While the ren ui.ts from inore studies were believed t.o

have enhanced system performaince rather than to have reduced

costs or to help save lives, these benefits are not neces-

sarily incependent nor antagonistic. Equipment designed to

make performance less error-prone can save lives. Good

research should find ways of redesigning a system to enhance
performance at no increase in cost.

There are indications that in spite of the way the

question was worded, some respondents were only indicat.ing
that results would be beneficial if used. Respondents would

refer to the "potential" benefits of their results, or that

the results "would have helped" but the author didn't know

if they did, or that the system "would be" improved if the

results were used. In one case, the comment was made that

system benefits did not derive directly from the results of

the experiment but from the method developed for the study,

which was then applied to the study of other problems.

There was a fairly even split between the papers that

were nuL known to have provided measurable benefits and those

that investigators believed did result in measurable benefits.

However, from the answers to other questions and the comments

made on this one, there is reason to suspect that many of the
"measurable benefits" may never have been made on operational

systems but were assumed, inferred, or extrapolated from the

experimental results. Furthermore, since operational systems

are generally built only one way, in many cases no comparison

data would be possible to arrive at an absolute measure of

benefit for the sing-le system nor absolute trade-off values

between proposed solutions and costs.
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Ques toe 5. What 30 you estimate the total cost of th i s

exoeriment to be?

Number of papers in which all authors agreed
on the answ(er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89*

87% injdicated t)e cost to he"030,000 or less."
12% indicated the cost to be "between

$30,000 and $60,000."
I% indicatcd thc cost to be "between $60,000

and $90,000."

eof rx -rs in which authors disagreed

on the answe...r ......... ....................... 4

(22% amiguity, based on 18. possible.)

In the cases where multiple authors disagreed on the

cost of the study, the differences were between adjoining

alternatives.

On the whole, the experi-ments published in fluman Factors
that were included in this study Cost less than $30,000.

Because the questionnaire was not sufficiently sensitive at

the lower end of the scale, we can't know how much less it

may have cost; a number of respondents who checked that

answer also indicated that the amount was one, two, or three

thousand dollars. One estimated the cost to be $100," but

one must assume that this didn't include an investigator's

salary, at least. On the other hand, the one study that was

estimated to cost beti.'een $60,000 and $90,000 was actually a

thesis bei.ng doue by a stude'nt weho included in his estimate

what the time of 1,000 graduate students used as subjects

might cost. Obviously, the basis on which these costs were

estimated varied considerably for different persons.

4'
The author(s) of one other javo no answer.
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Whil(" $30,000 is a lot of money from one point of v:i[w,

in today's markeLplact,, par H.cularly out-s ide the educational1

insLitution, i.t does not buy a great. deal after overhead and

iiad.nistrative costs have been removed. If the amount in-

cludes not- only the salaries of those who conduct or partici-

pate in Lhc experiment, but also the cost of equipment, thcn
on the whole the experiments included in this survey were

not particul.rly expensive.

However, mere dollar value is not sufficient to judgL

whether a study is expensive or not. The dollar costs must

be traded against the degree to which the experiments

provided the necessary answers, and whether those answers Or

more complete answers could be obtained for less money.

Investigators seldom use these latter criteria to evaluate

their research, yet either directly or indirectly the

customer does. The earlier sections of this report have

already shown that there is a tendency to collect too much

data and to get too little information for the effort. Ex-

periments, to be of value, must supply answers to questions

that have been asked, or will be asked, and to do so as

inexpensively as possible. Statistical criteria must be

traded against pragmatic and economic criteria when evaluating

research effectiveness.

Question 6-a. Were any experiment-s. performc,d specifically as a

follow-up to this one?

Number of papers in which all authoi s agreed
on the answer ........ ..................... .. 86

37% said "yes."
63% said "no."

Number of papers in which author,,; disagreed
on the answor..................... 8

(44% ambigiuity, ha, cd on 1.8 possi h!e.
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Some responcden ts, oxpi a inin why there were no follow-

ups to their expt.rimen t, said the published article included

the entire series. Sore_, said it was at the end of a series.

No co-mmiw,ents explaiir d the few -i,£agreemeii ts among authors,

a] though commnt!: to -:-.1 ier qL(:.stions suggested that junior

authors were not alway:s aware of what was happening outside

the conduct of study in which they participated.

Question 6-b. If follow-up experiments were performed, why?

Number of papers (of the 32 answering "yes" to 6-a)
in vhich authors agreed ...... ................ 30

7% said "to clarify questions arising from
the first study."

70% said "to add to the information obtained
in the first study."

23% marked both answers. (Multiple answers
were allowed).

Number of papers in which authors disagreed
on the answer ..... .......................... 2

Multiple answers were allow:ed, so the disagreements

between two groups of authors were incidental. In each case,

one author indicated both answers were true and the other

indicated only one answer was true.

Ouestion 6-c. If more information w.'s obtained in the

f,l..up, how was this done?

Number of papors (out of 29 who answered "yes" on 6-a
and also "acid information" on 6--b) in which all authors
agreed on answer ........ .................... 28

4% said they "repeted original study but
changjed the exierimentzit space."

85% said they "ex.mined some old and some
flew Vaew'b5. "

] 1% said the.y " ,:ained only hev riables."
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Numbeir of paper:- in which authors disacreed
on th2 answer . 1

In the on(! case in whlich the authors disagreed,
oine said the follow-up study investiga:ed only

t new variables while oi-hcrs said it had investi-
gated both old and new variahles.

There were no follow-up studies for the majority of the

experi ments. Except foi: the few cases in which the experi-

ment w .s the end of a series (or when the entire series was

- published in the paper) , no comments or this were given.

When follow-up studies were done, they were primarily to

add to the information obtained in the first by repeating

some old and adding some new variables.

qb'o observations seem warranted: First, in view of the

limited size and degree of inconclusiveness (of most of these

studies as described in earlier sections of this report), it

is difficult to imagine that an extension of the work might

not have proved informative.

The "one-shot" experiment has become a sign of the times

-- a school project, a PhD. dissertation, a government

contract, a one-experiment publication -- generally to be

finished in an academic semester or a fiscal year without

regard for the scope of the problem or the requirements for

answering a question. Second, those that did the extra

studies might have considered a more effective and efficient

approach from the beginning. Since most of the studies

examined only three or fewer factors in their first study,

applications of economical multifactor designs (Simon, .973)

can save time and money in the first place. These designs

enable the experimenter to first determine the most important

factors out Of 15 or more and then study in depth the most

imporLant six or seven.



Qiiection 7. 11) 1-tro:;p''(Ct, WOUnIc vNu hZavcr done your rexpcerJ nin I;

cliJleeri 1y were yrou te rer,(c'at it today', andi if !7o

whly 1!Cldhc

Number of papers -in whicoh aill auhos greed
-ton the a-nso:-r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

1N1umbher oF 1)ppers- .in wh i rh athors dii sagreed
on the answcer . 5

(27"; ambicuity, based on 18 possible.)

The kinds of changes montioned by those howould ha%)e

done- the(ir experiments differently (in retrospect) fell jut o

the following catcgories:

Predictor variables,:

*Would expzend the rani-ge of each variable
*Would int-roduce, ne%.. variables
*Would better define, their v7ariables (if

given the time to do pre-tests)

Dependent variable;

*Would add additional tasks

Experimental1 design:

*Would Cmiv xperYiTnen -aI desiJgn
*Would use more econom-,ical des I qns (suchl

as fr:actional factorials) to reduce
the daLa coilecL~on

Subject sample:

*Would u ;c a larger- cs'ampl e
1 Would u!-.( S, icr qoups but m' ore

ri-pl c~i. ea :0s

*Wed 6 d from a diflterent subhject
popuatio Ce., us non-studeutts)
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Equipment:

Would use better, more modern, and more
sophisticated equipment (e.g.,
computers, better light source, etc.)

Administration:

Would have closer cooperation with those
interested in the experimental problem

The majority of experimenters said they were satisfied

with the way they had done this research. A few however

qualified this by saying that that was so if they had to

repeat it "under the same circumstances." Another expressed

satisfaction with what they had done "as far as it went,"

since it was done in support of a proposal. One respondent

stated: "One always would perform an experiment more effec-

tively once experience has been obtained," but it would seem

that the greater number of experimenters in this sample did

not necessarily agree. In fact, if-one examines the quality

of information that has been produced over the past 14 years

by these studies, there is little indication that we profited

much from that experience, since there has been little change

in the methods of collecting such information over this

extensive period.

The question had been posed to test the investigator's

evaluation of his own methods. One respondent, however, sug-

gested that in retrospect there were things other than method

that might have been different. In answer to whether or not

he'd do the study differently, the investigator wrote: "Yes

and no. The experinint was OK for the problems stated, but

was too expensive [Note: It was less than $30,000] for the

results achieved. The same problem could be replicated with

a good . . . simulator at less cost -- and with probably the
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same or worse indicative (sic.) results. What is needed is

better problem definition, more pilot studies and then some

good, controlled experiments, but what is probably even more

needed is recognition of, and experiment with, more signifi-

cant problems."

*.8
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two hundred thirty-nine experiments published in Human

Factors during the period from 1958 to 1972 were analyzed for the

purpose of discovering the characteristics of their experimental

plans, the character and quality of their results, and the degree

to which these results had been applied to real systems.

SUMMARY

The following summarizes the major findings regarding this

particular sample.

Regarding characteristics of design and methodology, the

typical experiment:

Used an ANOVA model for both its design and
analysis.

Used some form of a factorial design, most
commonly with each subject being tested on
every experimental condition (49%) or dif-
ferent groups on different sets of condi-
tions (28%).

Investigated the effects of two, and seldom (<10%)
more than three, equipment factors.

Infrequently (20% of the experiments) sys-
tematically studied a subject or a temporal
factor along with equipment factors.

Examined three levels of each factor, on
average.

Used nine, presumably homogeneous, subjects
to replicate the entire basic design.

I
*Infrequently (25% of the experiments) tested

the same subjects on the same experimental
conditions more than once merely to replicate
the basic design.

Made, on average, approximately 26 times more
observations per experiment than were needed
to approximate a second-order space.
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Showed concern for sequence effects by testing
experimental conditions in a systematic or
random order, but generally failed to remove
these effects in the analysis.

Showed little agreement in the selection of
the sources of variance to be used as the
"error" term for significance testing.

The ranges of some of these characteristics were quite large at

times, with some experiments being quite extreme in some cases.

Numbers relating to the size of the experiment in many cases were

correlated with the number of equipment factors being studied,

which ranged from zero to seven in this sample.

Regarding the character and quality of the experimental data

from this sample, the following results were obtained:

Equipment factors accounted for only .31 (median)
proportion of the total performance variance
(increasing from .16 to .65 as the number of
equipment factors per experiment increased
from 1 to 5). The proportion of total vari-
ance accounted for by equipment factors ranged
from practically none (less than .01) to
practically all (up to .99).

The variability of presumably homogeneous
subjects, introduced only to replicate the
experiment, accounted for more variance than
the equipment factors in the one and two
factor experiments, and considerably more of
the variance than subject characteristics
that the investigators had introduced as ex-
perimental factors.

Between a third and a fifth of the variance, A
on average, in these experiments could be
attributed to no interpretable source.

The nmagnitude of main effects tend to distrib-
* ute themselves exponentially, supporLing the

"principle of maldistribution."

In this sample, three-factor interactions
seldom showed more than a neg]igible effect! and all. higher-order interactions showed

only negligible effects.
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C.

Main effect functions could ordinarily be approxi-
mated by first or second degree polynomials.

4 *Nearly one-fourth of the main effects accounting
for less than one percent of the total variance
were statistically significant. More than
forty percent of the main effects accounting for
less than four percent of the total variance
were statistically significant.

Results from a questionnaire serat to the investigators of

these experiments revealed that:

A majority of experimenters initiated their
own experiments.

The papers divided 58-42 as to whether they
had been done to find answers of general
applicability or answers relevant to a
specific system (at least).

Only 31 percent of the experiments were believed
or known to have influenced the design of a real
system. Most of the anticipated benefits were

in enhancing system performance rather than in
saving lives or dollars.

A majority of experiments cost less than
$30,000.

One-third of the studies were followed up by
another experiment that examined some old
and some new variables.

Investigators on 78 percent of the studies
said they would not do their experiment
differently if they were to repeat it today.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the unsophisticated nature of the analyses in

this report, some rather firm conclusions can be drawn regarding

the methodological weaknesses found in this fourteen-year sample

and what must be done to alleviate them. There is little evidence

for thinking that these conclusions are not generalizable to

similar research outside this sample or that any major changes have

taken place in experimental strategies in the four years since the
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sample was taken.* The methodological implications that can be

drawn from these analyses are summarized briefly below.

Extent of experimental space

Generalizable experimental data that will predict performance

quantitatively and with reasonable accuracy is not likely to be

generated from experiments that examine only a few factors. The

world is far more complex than any two-, three-, or four-factor

study is likely to approximate. More factors must be examined

before predictive precision can be achieved and at least three or

more levels per factor must be studied to permit nonlinear rela-

tionships to be identified.- Studying more factors may also

increase the generalizabililty of the data. But even experiments

with a large number of factors will not achieve the desired goals

unless the factors that are included have a high probability of

being the ones most critical for the task under consideration.

Size of the experimental effort

The considerable variability in the size of experiments

0 studying the same number of factors suggests that many investiga-

tors may be spending more time, money, and effort than the amount

of information being obtained justifies. One source of waste may

be in the amount of work that goes into measuring the same informa-

tion over and over again (replications) rather than using that

same effort to investigate many more factors or an expanded ex-

perimental space. Another source of waste arises when data is

collected to isolate higher-order effects that are ordinarily

0 trivial.

Results of these analyses wc:e used in earlier publications
to support the applications of new experimental techniques and
strategies (see Simon, 1973;1974). Results have also been quoted

0 in seminars on "advanced methodologies" given to several military
organizations. Directly as a result of this exposure, a few
investigators have begun to change their experimental methods.
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Quality of experimental results

That there was so much of the experimental data that remained

unexplained within the experiment suggests that in addition to

studying unimportant variables there were also deficiencies in

the cleanliness of the data collection and the thoroughness of

the analysis. Particularly evident was the inadequate control of

sequence effects that could occur when subjects were tested on a

series of experimental conditions.. Also the uneven selection of

what would be called the error variance degraded the value of

significant tests, which offer relatively little new information

to most applied experiments, once the magnitude -- both relative

and absolute -- of an effect had been determined.

Limitations of data collection plans ahd strategies

Overemphasis on analysis of variance models and factorial

designs led to the traditional significance testing that at best

helps identify critical variables instead of providing the multi-

factor functions needed by the engineers. This stops short of

where informative experiments should begin and is one of the

reasons why the data is so frequently not useful in the design of

real-world systems. When the data collection strategy begins with

the assumption that every cell in a factorial design must be

filled and the entire design replicated many times, it is under-

standable why so few experiments have studied as few as ten or

twenty factors, or isolated out of fifteen to thirty candidate

factors the ones having the most important effects on the experi-

mental task to study in depth. Yet there are other designs and

strategies that would enable the investigator to look at a great

K many variables quickly and relatively inexpensively; these take

advantage of the relatively simple relationships found in human

factors data and collect data in small increments which are

analyzed to determine whether or not more data is required (Simon,

K) 1973). Were regression analysis used more frequently, even the

existing results would frequent 1y h'e more informative.
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Application of results

The results suggest that the experiments may have been done

more to satisfy the investigator than a customer. While the

questionnaire could not answer how often the results have been

used by others than the investigator or his sponsor, it did show

a disappointingly low percentage of investigators that knew that

their data had been applied to real systems. No questions were

asked to determine whether quantitative or qualitative decisions

were made on the basis of this data, although the common complaint

regarding human factors experimental results is that they must be

qualified to the point of making the original data unrecognizable.

A sizeable increase in the number of critical factors being

studied and a systematic decrease in the anomalies from careless

data collection, along with I .ore informative and economical ex-

perimental designs and aralyses could result in a marked improve-
ment in the quality, quantity, and usefulness of the data from

human factors research.
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APPENDIX A

LOCATIONS IN HUMAN FACTORS OF
239 ANALYSES OF VARIANCE

USED FOR THIS REPORT
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YLAR MON1H Vt'LL'IL FIRST ANPVA IA BLE
NL)ME;EJ *PAGE *PAGE NUMIBER

59M172 74 1 A
411 1 1 3A

. 911 1 1 5 4A

?8 32 1A
86(' 2 141 145 4B

68; 8 2 141 145 4C
68 2 141 145 4D

8 2 141 145 4E
C ? 2 1If1 145 4G
(C, 8 2 141 145 4H

8 2 141 145 41
60 . 2 141 14W 4J
('0 11 2 228 231 1A

11 P 228 233 ?A
61 3 3 53 56 3A
(61 3 3 53 57 4A
6 7 3 93 96 PA
(1 7 3 99 104 1A
61 7 3 108 114 PA
6 1 7 3 120 127 4A
61 7 3 131 140 5A

1? 3 229 231 2A
6 64 125 129 2A
6F 8 4 193 194 1A
62 P 4 193 194 lB
6P p 4 193 197 PA
6 P 4 193 197 2A
6F P 4 201 203 IA
6" 8 4 201 204 PA
6 P 4 201 P 04 3A
6 p 4 201 235 4A

61 ? 4 367 369 1A
63 4 5 109 111 IA
6? 4 5 109 114 4A
62 4 5 117 121 4A
6? 6 5 335 336 IA
63 6 5 335 336 2A
6? F b 379 382 3A
64 2 6 3 8 2A
64 2 6 39 45 IA
64 P 6 39 45 2A
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y.N MUNI H VOLUML F I RST A NO VA TA!BL. .
NLIM-EI? *PAGF *PAUL NUt'li R

64 6 57 60 2A
6, 6 71 75 ?A
61, 6 71 76 3A
64 2.6 111 112 1 A
64 4 6 127 131 1A
64 4 6 157 160 2A
64 4 6 165 173 8A
64 4 6 165 173 9A
6 4 6 165 173 iOA
64 4 6 179 1s1 1A
61 4 6 179 181 2A
61, 4 6 209 214 2A
64 4 6 209 214 23
64 4 6 209 P14 2C
bI 4 6 209 214 2D
61, 4 6 209 214 2E
61 4 6 209 2J4 3A
64 4 6 209 214 3 B
64 4 6 209 214 ?C
64 J6 209 214 3D
64 4 6 209 214 3E
64 6 6 233 236 1A
64 6 6 233 237 2A
64 6 . 233 237 2B
64 6 6 253 255 1A
6 4 6 6 253 255 2A
64 6 6 257 260 1A
64 6 6 257 260 2A
64 A 6 257 261 5A
64 6 6 257 261 64
64 8 6 319 321 3A
64 C 6 327 330 2A
64 8 6 327 330 25
64 X 6 327 330 ?c
6' 8 6 327 330 3A
64 8 6 327 330 3B
64 8 6 327 330 3C
64 8 6 343 347 ?A

64 10 6 475 476 2A
61-) 2 7 28 33 A

' 65 2 7 28 33 3A
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yEAR iti NT H VC.Ut IE F IRST ANVA 1AbLE
NUMPER *PAGE ePAGE NUMH ER

65 2 7 28 33 4A

65 7 28 33 5A
65 ? 7 28 33 6A
65 7 28 33 7A
65 2 7 54 59 2A
6 F 7 54 59 4A
65 2 7 54 59 5A
65 2 7 71 72 2A
65 4 7 107 113 2A
65 4 7 129 134 2A
65 4 7 129 135 4A
65 4 7 155 159 2A
65 k 7 155 159 p8
65 6 7 185 193 5A

6 7 185 194 6A
65 6 7 185 154 7A
65 6 7 207 . 10 1A
65 6 7 207 211 2A
65 6 7 207 212 3A
65 6 7 219 222 3A
65 6 7 219 222 33
65 6 7 231 235 4A

b 6 7 231 236 7A
65 6 7 237 241 1A
65 6 7 245 249 1A
65 it 7 483 24 IA65 6 7 245 249 3A
65 6 7 245 252 3A
65 10 7 483 487 2A
65 10 7 493 498 2A
65 10 7 493 498 7A
65 10 7 493 499 9A

65 1 7 513 516 .2A
65 12 7 513 516 3A
65 12 7 513 517. 4A
65 12 7 513 517 5A
65 I? 7 521 524 3A
65 12 7 527 533 lA
•65 12 7 569 576 4A65 12 7 569 576 48

65 12 7 569 576 4C
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yEAR MONTH VULUML FIRST ANOVA TABLE

NUMBER *PAGE *PAGL N'.PER

66 2 8 41 44 2A

66 4 P 121 125 IA
66 4 F 121. 125 2A

66 4 F 121 125 3A 
66 4 E 121 125 4A
66 4 8 147 150 IA
66 4 s 147 152 3A

66 6 8 245 255 9A
66 6 F 245 256 1A

66 6 p 245 256 lB

66 6 8 245 256 IPA
66 6 8 245 258 13A

66 6 8 245 258 14A
6, 6 8 245 260 16A
66 6 8 245 260 17A
66 10 8 407 411 1A
66 10 8 407. 412 2A

6 10 8 427 431 1A
66 10 8 441 444 IA
66 12 8 481 486 2A

66 12 8 481 486 3A

66 12 8 563 565' 2A
6F 12 8 569 571 RA

66 1? 8 569 571 3A
66 12 8 569 571 4A67 9 45 48 2A
67 2 9 45 48 3A

67 2 9 45 48 4A
67 2 9 A5 49 SA
67 2 9 45 51 7A

67 2 9 45 51 8A

67 4 9 93 99 is
67 4 9 93 99 PA

67 4 9 93 101 3A
67 4 9 93 101 35

' 67 4 9 105 111 3A
67 4 9 IC5 111 3B

67 4 9 105 114 5A

67 l9 105 114 5B
67 4 9 119 123 2Aj 67 4 9 175 177 IA
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YEAR MUNTH VbLLML FIRST ANOVA TAPLE
NUMBLK *FAGE *PAGE. NUMBER

67 4 9 175 178 2A

(7 6 9 239 245 2A
67 6 9 239 245 3A

67 6 9 239 248 12A

67 6 9 257 260 JA
67 .10 9 409 i16 2A
67 10 9 419 423 3A
67 10 9 427 431 2A

67 1 9 455 458 1A

67 10 9 455 459 5A
67 10 9 461 465 IA
67 10 9 479 481 2A

68 2 10 27 29 JA
68 F 10 27 29 15
68 6 10 201 205 IA

6F 6 10 201 207 2A
6 6 10 201 208 3A
6 6 10 217 219 JA
68 6 10 259 261 2A
6S 6 10 283 290 4A
6F 9 10 303 308 2A
68 10 333 337 pA
68 F 10 333 339 5A

6F 10 10 489 491 1A
68 10 10 497 5Q1 JA
6F 10 10 497 501 1B
( 10 10 505 509 2A

69 4 11 189 192 IA
(9 6 11 239 242 JA
(9 6 11 245 247 JA
69 6 11 251 253 JA
69 6 11 251 253 RA

69 6 11 251 255 3A
69 6 11 257 264 3A

69 6 11 257 266 6A

69 6 11 257 268 9A
69 8 12 321 323 2A

69 8 11 331 335 2A
70 2 1? 13 18 2A

70 2 12 13 19 4A
70 6 12 261 265 3A
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YLAN MONTH VVLUME FIRST AN13VA TARLE

NUMBER *PAGE *PAGE NJMPLR

70 6 1? 331 .337 JA
7C 6 12 341 346 4A
70 8 12 391 397 3A
7(C 8 12 391 397 3B
7C 8 12 391 397 3C
70 8 12 391 397 3D
70 8 12 391 397 3E
70 12 391 397 3F
70 8 12 391 397 36
70 8 12 391 397
70 9 12 391 j97 31

70 10 12 485 491 5A
70 10 12 493 495 ?A
7C 12 12 553. 555 3A
70 12 12 559 560 2A
7C 1? 12 599 602 1A
71 2 13 59 61 IA
71 4 13 163 166 2A
73 4 13 173 175 2A
71 4 13 177 180 .3A
71 6 13 247 252 2A
71 6 13 233 287 JA
71 6 13 283 288 3A
71 & 13 363 366 IA
71 10 13 435 443 2A
71 10 13 435 443 3A
71 12 13 503 507 2A
72 2 14 65 68 JA
72 4 14 181 183 IA
7F 6 14 199 203 IA
72 6 1a  227 230 ?A
7? 6 14 227 231 4A
7? 6 14 227 232 6A
7? 6 14 227 234 RA
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Two hundred thirty-nine experiments published in the journal'lhi1man Factors r.
during the period from 3958 to 1972 were analyzed for the purpose of discoverinF -

the characteri.tics of their experimental plans, the quality and character of
their results, and the degree to which these results had been applied to real
systems.. lie analysis revealed that these experiments investigated too small
an experimetial space, showed essentially no diversity in their selection of a,-)
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'>basic experimental design, collected far more redundant data than was needed,
and failed to properly handle.the irrelevant variance arising from sequence
effects. ' :

When the experimental results were reanalyzed to discover what propor-
tion of the observed performance variance was accounted for by experimental
factors, on average, the proportion was much less than half. This proportion
increased, on average, as more factors were studied in an experiment, although
for any size experiment, there were always some experiments in which the

experimental factors accounted for practically none of the observed variance
and some in which they accounted for most of it. There was empirical evidence

from these experiments to show that third-order or higher interactions had
only negligible effects on performance; this was so even though many of these
sources had been found to be "statistically significant." Nearly a quarter

of the main effects accounting for less than one percent of the total vari-

ance were statistically-significant. Subjects used to replicate an experiment
(and th-is presumed to be homogeneous) generally accounted for much more of

the performance variance than specifically selected factors of subject*

characteristics.

-- When a survey was made of those who conducted the experiments, it was

discovered that slightly more than half of the experiments had been done to

find answers of general applicabilityi Aess than a thirdf ...
were known or believed to have influenced the design of a real system. A

majority of the investigators said they would not do their experiments any

differently if they were to repeat them today. - "

Numericalj data in support of these and other results are supplied

along withCsome limited discussion on the implications of this analysis

for an improved experimental methodology., /- *, '.t 0 -g.
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